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“Quo vadis” oncologic hyperthermia?
Abstract
Hyperthermia was the very first first oncotherapy in human medicine based directly on sacral and
philosophical roots in ancient cultures. The discovery of electromagnetism gave new hopes a century ago,
however until up to now it has been suffering from lack of wide applications. Oncological hyperthermia
struggles with multiple technical and medical problems which are far from the complete solution.
Technically the deepheating, the precise focusing, the technical control and repeatability are challenging.
The missing medical explanation of the phenomena, the missing acceptable and measurable dose, and the
contra-feedback of physiology mechanisms block its acceptance. Multiple, most promising results and
studies are mixed together with some negatives and controversial consequences, causing huge fluctuations
of its applications. There are positive and negative “believers” of the method, but the decisional facts are
missing. A new way gives shape to the development: heating in nano-range, which could solve most of the
open problems in oncological hyperthermia.
Keywords: hyperthermia, oncology, nano-heating, focusing, selection, dose

Introduction
Hyperthermia is an ancient treatment. Hyperthermia means overheating of the living object completely
(systemic) or partly (regionally or locally). “Overheating” is understood as “higher temperature than
normal”. Hyperthermia is one of the most common therapies in “house” applications. It is applied according
to unwritten traditions in every culture and every household. It is applied simply to prevent common cold
but it is also good for its treatment, applied for various pains (joints, muscle-spasms, etc.), applied for better
overall conditions and for simply relaxing, or sometimes for spiritual reasons. The various heat therapies
are commonly used complementary with natural drugs (teas, herbs, oils, aromas, etc.) or with natural
radiations (sunshine, red-hot iron radiation, etc.) This popular medicine is sometimes connected with ritual,
cultural and social events (ritual hot bath cultures), or to long-time continued chronic cures (like special spa
treatments, hot-spring natural drinks, etc.).
The “prestige” of popular heat therapies is strongly supported by its corrective property: the person who has
just received hyperthermia, feels the water-temperature most pleasant by hand when it is ~20 oC, while the
45 oC is pleasant for a hypothermic subject in the same experiment [1]. It seems that the heat therapy
adjusts itself to the personal actualities; it is subjective, and adaptive.
These popular treatment applications of heating are types of “kitchen medicine”: the old recipes are “sure”,
the patient takes it, and is cured when it is done according to the auricular traditional regulations. The
meaning of “kitchen medicine” is, do it like in the kitchen, reading the process from the cookery-book:
“heat it on the prescribed temperature for the prescribed time, and the success is guaranteed”. This type of
thinking has its origin from the ancient cultures, when the Sun, the fire, the heat were somehow in the
centre of the religious beliefs and philosophical focus.
This is “for sure” the disadvantage of the popular wisdom. It interprets this heating method as a simple
causal process, “do it, get it”. However, the hyperthermia is not as simple as the traditions interpret it.
The fire and the radiation of the Sun had sacral significance in the ancient human cultures. In consequence
the heat delivery was naturally on top of the curative possibilities. The ancient heat delivery however was
ineffective and uncontrolled; deep heating was almost impossible. The method had its renaissance, when
the modern electromagnetic heating techniques were applied controlling the heating process more precisely
even in depth of the body. Important category of the hyperthermia was generated by electric fields [2], [3],
which is even presently a hot topic in science [4], [5]. The electric conductive heating started in the late
19th century, called “galvanocautery” [6]. The method was further developed by D’Arsonval introducing
the impedance (alternating current [AC], later higher frequencies, even sparkgenerated currents) calling it
“Arsonvalization”, [7], and later a more modernized was “fulguration” [8]. The Arsonvalization method had
fantastic popularity at the turn of the 19th -20th centuries, developing three different branches: the
interstitial hyperthermia, including the galvanic heat-stimulation (electro-chemicalcancer- treatment), the
ablation techniques and the capacitive coupling. The first capacitive coupled device on conductive basis
was the “Universal Thermoflux”. It was launched on to the market by such a giant of the electric industry in
that time as Siemens, which was later further developed, and the new device by the name “Radiotherm”
was launched on the market in the early 1930s. The first start of the new capacitive-coupling technologies
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was in 1976 by LeVeen [9] and has been widely applied since [10], [11], [12], [13]. Many hyperthermia
devices use capacitive coupling since its application is easy and successful in clinical practices [14], [15],
[16], [17]. The other line of the hyperthermia, based on radiative heat-absorption, form antenna array [18],
[19]; showing many successful clinical studies too [20], [21].
From the late 1980s the heating up of the whole body or its certain region or a definite local volume started
rapid development in the modern oncotherapeutic practices. The selective energy absorption has several
favorable physiological and cellular effects promoting direct and indirect tumor-destructions without
notable toxicity. Its main success lies in its complementary applications. Oncological hyperthermia is an
ideal combination therapy; it provides synergies with most of the conventional treatment modalities, boosts
their efficacy and helps desensitizing the previously non-effective treatments. Hyperthermia in oncology
has been debated in an increasing number of books and high-ranking clinical publications. From the
standpoint of oncology, the official policy was to avoid applying hyperthermia in oncotherapies. The
repulsive opinion focused on the increase of dissemination of malignant cells and so supporting the
metastases, [22], [23], [24]. There were also reports about the induced hepatitis by hyperthermia [25].
This is the reason, that in contrary its long history, the state of oncological hyperthermia today is similar to
that of therapies at their infancy. Like many early-stage therapies, it lacks adequate treatment experience
and long-range, comprehensive statistics that can help us optimize its use for all indications.
This relatively simple, physical-physiological method has a phoenix-like history with some bright successes
and many deep disappointments. What do we have in hand? Is it a brilliant, miraculous, non-toxic treatment
or a quackery of some charlatans?
Many of the researchers evaluating the capabilities of oncological hyperthermia share the opinion,
expressed in the editorial comment of the European Journal of Cancer in 2001: the biological effects are
impressive, but physically the heat delivery is problematic. The hectic results are repulsive for the medical
community. The opinion, to blame the “physics” (means technical insufficiency) for inadequate treatments
is general in the field of oncological hyperthermia, formulated the following statement: “The biology is
with us, the physics are against us [26]. In the latest oncological hyperthermia consensus meeting the
physics was less problematic. However, in accordance with the many complex physiological effects a
modification was proposed: “The biology and the physics are with us, but the physiology is against us”
[27].
The present situation apparently supports the above opinions. Probably oncological hyperthermia hasthe
most questions in the titles of published literature. Numerous definite questions were formulated, such as:
• Is the community radiation oncologist ready for clinical hyperthermia? [28];
• What happened to hyperthermia and what is its current status in cancer treatment? [29];
• Where there’s smoke, is there fire? [30],
• Should interstitial thermometry be used for deep hyperthermia? [31];
• If we can’t define the quality, can we assure it? [32].
• Is there a future for hyperthermia in cancer treatment? [26],
• What is against the acceptance of hyperthermia? [33];
• Progress in hyperthermia? [34];
• Prostate cancer: hot, but hot enough? [35];
• Is heating the patient a promising approach? [36],
• Hyperthermia: has its time come? [37];
Oncologists face multiple serious decisions when meeting a new patient. The staging and many other
factors help the decision what to do: apply evidence-based protocols “A” or “B”, or try something
personalized. When application of hyperthermia arises, the dilemma widens: “to heat or not to heat”?
Considering hyperthermia as a treatment option new challenges occur: “How to heat? What to heat? How to
control? How to evaluate? We would like to show where we are in the field, and show a definitely new
paradigm for oncological thermal-treatment and give its perspectives for the future.

Technical challenges
There are various concepts to heat-up the tumor locally of regionally or by heating up the whole body. The
most intensive local actions are the extremely large specific absorption rate (SAR) in a small volume,
heating the target rapidly and intensively to the ablation (coagulation) temperatures (see Figure 1/a. [38]).
In this case the short time of action does not allow the temperature distribution in the connective tissues.
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These ablation techniques due to their large and localized request of SAR are mostly invasive, only the
superficial lesions can be ablated non-invasively.
The local hyperthermia is mostly a non-invasive focused deep heating, having longer time to reach the heateffects due to the time-limited SAR administration in deep regions (see Figure 1/b,c.). Heating a part of the
body (regional or part-body heating [39]) targets a larger volume with the aim to eliminate the regional
dissemination and metastases (see Figure 1/d.), while there is a whole body treatment to heat up the
complete body systemically (see Figure 1/e.).

Figure 1. The main heating variations according to the targeted volume. The ablation (a) targets small volume with
high SAR, while the local solutions (b. and c.) focus the electromagnetic energy from outside, and their SAR density is
much lower, not making any coagulative processes, the part-body (d) and the wholebody (e.) treatments are nonfocused techniques for temperature increase of a large targeted volume or the complete system

Thermodynamically the systemic and local/regional treatments differ in their energy-intake. The whole
body treatment is based on the blood-heating (mostly heats up the subcutaneous capillary bed, or heats the
mainstream of the blood directly with extracorporeal heater), while the local hyperthermia is definitely a
tissue heating approach. This difference drastically divides the two methods from thermal point of view.
In whole body treatment the blood is a heating media, it delivers the heat to the tumor and heats it up; while
in local treatment, the blood remains on body temperature during the local heating, so it is a cooling media
(heat-sink) for the locally heated tumor, (see Figure 2.).

Figure 2. Opposite thermodynamic mechanisms of whole-body, systemic (a) and local (b) heating methods. The
blood-heated tumor in whole body treatment reaches thermal equilibrium after a certain time, while the local treatment
is always in non-equilibrium state, because the body temperature is lower than the heated tissue, creating intensive
heat-flow from the target to the neighborhood

The whole-body heating could be solved by various ways, like steam, water or radiation heating. There are
other possibilities as well (e.g. wax heating, hot-air heating, etc.) but the limited possible heat-flux and the
poor technical realizations hinder these solutions. These are based on the blood-heating in the subcutaneous
capillary bed, and the physiological reactions (vasodilatation and sweating) work well against the huge
heat-flux into the body. The long heating time is also challenging (over an hour) to move the body away
from the healthy homeostasis. The heat-flux is limited through the skin by the heat injuries (~0.5 W/cm 2 is
the limit) so the contact heating with steam and water has definite problems. The radiation heating could be
solved by special infrared wave (Infrared A) which penetrates deeper (~1-2 mm) into the subcutaneous
layer, and could manage higher energy-flux without burn injuries. The method has many early descriptions
[40], [41], [42], [43]; but the dominant systemic hyperthermia method is based on the infra-red radiation by
multi-reflecting filtering [44], [45] or by water-filtering [46], [47], [48], [49]. In the followings we are
going to concentrate on the local and regional heating techniques, which are mostly used in hyperthermia
practices in oncology. Their various categories are roughly shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Various methods of the localregional hyperthermia with electromagnetic and ultrasound (HiFu) heating

The local/regional solutions are basically based on the electromagnetic effects, simple radiation (antenna
effect) magnetic field application (coil effect) or electric field application (condenser effect), see Figure 4.
These methods have high energy applications (kW range) to ensure the quick heating and the supply of the
energy, which is gradually lost by the intensive cooling of the neighborhood of the target.

Figure 4. Electromagnetic fields are used in contemporary hyperthermia devices to heat up the body locally or
regionally. All of these solutions are in range of kW energies, because the intensive physiological feedback tries to
cool down the heated lesion

The race for the high power density in the focused area increases the risk of burns and the risk of
misfocusing the fields resulting in hot-spots in the healthy volumes. The most part of the forwarded energy
however is wasted due to the natural equalization of the temperature by the connected tissues to the target
and by theintensive and steadily growing heat-exchanging mechanism of the blood-flow.
There are numerous electromagnetic hyperthermia methods applied. These are distinguished by the kind of
the fields, frequencies, heated volume, conjunction with other methods, etc. In order to eliminate a part of
the above challenges we try to go over the limits by technical tricks: cooling the surface to limit the surface
load, focusing the energy on the lesion, controlling the hot-spots by imaging methods, etc. The main
problems with the technical tricks are the loss of the basic control over the processes, requesting growing
sophisticated methods to keep the pocess under control. This happen in the situation when we study the
temperature which can be reached by any actual SAR energy. The blood-perfusion modifies the
temperature, and even when the same energy is absorbed by the same volume, their temperature could be
significantly different due to the different blood-flow through the target, see Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The same energy (E) is given to the same volume with different blood-flow. When the bloodflow is weak,
(a), and strong (b) the reached temperature is high or low, respectively

Biological challenges
The original idea of the local hyperthermia was to force the tumor metabolism by heat. When the
surrounding tissue is intact, it does not deliver more glucose for the forced metabolism Figure 6/a. The
tumor very quickly deflates from nutrients, empties all its energies, suffers and burns away [50]; as well as
the rapid increase of the lactate concentration [50] supports the cell destruction mechanism in the targeted
volume.

Figure 6. The focused local heating situation. (a) the local energy absorption impoverishes the ATP of the tumor, and
it is destroyed. (b) The pumped energy has time to be distributed and heats up the surroundings, (c) the heated tissues
deliver more glucose to supply the tumor and increase the risk of dissemination by increased blood-flow

When the heat delivery is intensive and short enough the local energy absorption heats up the target and
ablation happens. If the energy is not enough for the coagulation, longer time is necessary for heating. In
this case the locally absorbed energy heats up not only the chosen target but the surrounding tissue and even
the whole body is heated up by the heat-exchanging mechanisms mainly by the blood-flow in the target
Figure 6/b. The higher blood-flow delivers more glucose and nutrients to the tumor, causing opposite effect
than the expected. In this way a competition starts: which one is quicker, the distortion or the supply, there
is no control on the process Figure 6/c. Furthermore, the higher blood-flow is a real risk of the enhanced
dissemination of the malignant cells (Figure 6/c.). This contradictory effect really blocks the controlling
facilities of the processes, and so the result is incalculable and unpredictable. The real physical rule is that
the energy can be focused precisely, but the temperature is not focusable, that is naturally distributed in the
available volume trying to reach equilibrium (see Figure 7.).

Figure 7. The locally heated volume heats up its neighborhood intensively. The energy is focused, but the temperature
is not. The distribution of the temperature is forced by the physiological feedback trying to reestablish the homeostatic
equilibrium
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Complementary chemo or radiotherapy naturally helps controlling the process due to the higher
chemoactivity [51]. The promoted, optimized chemo-intake helps to overcome on the fail of
chemotherapies by the patient’s intolerance (when it is not allowed to take big doses of drugs (for example
at renal or liver insufficiency, insufficient blood-composition, etc.). In these cases the same results may be
achieved by the combination of decreased chemo-dose and heat-therapy [52]. Hyperthermia supports the
radioefficacy [53], [54] together with the applied heat. Hyperthermia has also been found to have
pronounced advantages for surgical interventions. Through the hyperthermia induced inhibition of
angiogenesis and heat entrapment, the outline of the tumor often becomes pronounced and the size of the
tumor often shrinks making previously dangerous operations possible [55]. The feasibility of the
preoperative application for locally advanced rectal cancer is well shown in a Phase II clinical trial [56].
Postoperative application of hyperthermia has also been thought to prevent relapses and metastatic
processes [57]. Intraoperative radiofrequency ablation [58] and local hyperthermia [59] has also been used
to improve surgical outcomes.
However, the complementary actions of other therapies in many cases could not compensate the bloodflow
support of the tumor in a controlled way. Due to the physiological factors, the heat-treatment effects depend
on the dynamism of the heat delivery, [60]. The quick heating acts differently on the local reactions and on
the general thermoregulations from the slow one, because the physiological reaction time is relatively long.
The highly non-equilibrium conditions in local-regional heating could not be stabilized, the stationer
process is strongly influenced by the temperature regulation of the body. The measurements in humans
evidently show the huge adaptability of the thermoregulation [61] (see Figure 8.).

Figure 8. The homeostatic control keeps the temperature in a range, independently of the absorbed power

The temperature equalizing process naturally depends on the heat-exchange and heat conduction facilities,
which are drastically enhanced by the growing temperature (see Figure 9. [62]).

Figure 9. The blood-flow rapidly grows by the local temperature in the muscle tissue while the metabolic rate has
linear increase only in the given temperature interval. The threshold (see text) is noted by an arrow

When the energy-transfer starts to heat up the whole body through the blood-heating of the target volume,
new controlling processes (like sweating cutaneous vasodilatation, etc.) become active. The proper solution
of hyperthermia would be when no increasing the complex feedback mechanisms against the heating action;
having no unwanted gain of the blood-flow in the target. We have to act in the feedback loop mechanisms
to reach the optimal situation, and not to excite the contra (negative feedback) actions, (see Figure 10/b.).
The physiology acts against the local heating, which causes rapid heat-exchange of the target tissue with its
connective tissues, and forces the body to make extra activity against local hyperthermia too. The reason for
Oncothermia Journal, June 2013
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the enhanced heat-conduction in the heated volume is simply physiological: the complex organism tries to
reestablish the homeostatic equilibrium [63], it compensates the growing temperature with the higher
cooling blood-flow (see Figure 10/a.). The absolute blood-flow values of the tumor and its connective
neighborhood develops oppositely and turns over at threshold temperature value, allowing a drastic
exponential increase of the blood-flow in the healthy tissue [64], [65].

Figure 10. The feedback mechanisms of the complex living objects. (a) a definite

Hyperthermia in oncology has similar status that other medicaments, the difference between the medicine
and poison is only the dose. There are certain energy-flow necessary for the deep heating, but of course the
energy passing through the subcutaneous layers is limited by the toxicity, the burning. The blistering limit
depends on the density of energy (W/cm2) and the duration time of its application, Figure 11, [66].

Figure 11. The blistering limit of the heating through the skin

To find the optimal path, it is necessary to fix the limits of the dosage. The lower limit is of course
determined by the minimal effect by heating and the upper limit is determined mainly by the safety issues,
like it is usual for overdoses. We have to consider that the modern hyperthermia is always complementary,
so the other methods have to be considered at hyperthermia applications. The lower limit of the
hyperthermia dose is probably the normothermia, where nothing else has action only the complementary
treatment alone. With slight heating locally or systemically, it probably has no effect directly on the tumor,
but it helps to increase the immune effects, enhances the complementary effects by the increased bloodflow and by the exponential temperature dependence of the chemical reactions (Arrhenius law). For the
upper limit however there are very definite technical and physiological parameters: the surface powerdensity of the signal is limited by the blistering shown above to the 0.5 W/cm2 , (60 min basis) the internal
hot-spots could hurt the healthy tissue, and in the systemic application the physiology anyway limits it at 42
ºC. To avoid the overheating of the surface intensive surface cooling is applied in most of the
electromagnetic hyperthermia techniques. In this case the physiology has negative feedback control again.
In hot environment the subcutaneous layers have vasodilatation, high blood-flow helps the heat-exchange
with the environment, it radiates out the excess body-heat, Figure 12/a. In cold environment the blood-flow
is limited, the surface layer isolates the body Figure 12/b. Both cases change the heat- and electricconductivity, as well as the dielectric properties of the skin layers. When the constrained forwarded power
is applied, the voltage drops on the isolating (cooled) layer, it will be very high, a high voltage is necessary
to pump through the requested constrain power. The relative high voltage lowers the current and less RFcurrent reaches the targeted deep-volumes.
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Figure 12. The environmental temperature significantly modifies the subcutane blood-perfusion. The hot environment
(a) stimulates vasodilatation to cool down the body, while the cold environment works oppositely (b), definite
vasocontaction helps isolate the body and avoids the loss of the body-temperature

On the other hand the high surface voltage will find the special conductive channels (blood-vessels, lymph
passes, swealing paths, nerve-sensors, etc.) and like “sparking” passes through the isolating layer, causing
electric bum despite the intensive cooling, see Figure 13.

Figure 13. The constrained power produces high voltage on the skin layer. This finds narrow channels to go through,
causing high risk of electric bum

The intensive cooling of the surface creates a further problem: the forwarded energy as parameter is not
suitable when the cooling on the surface is intensive, because there is no idea about the energy lost by
cooling. When we apply forwarded energy over one kW and the cooling has similar energy taken off, the
control became very complex.
The other problem could be, when the energy heats mostly the bolus-liquid as the most energy-loaded
surface layer and deeper seated body itself are not directly heated up. Again, the forwarded power does not
give information about the real energy-load of the tumor.
Hyperthermia struggles with the technical problems above, and sometimes it hinders the biological factors.
The uncontrolled absorbed energy situation requests local control, the energy- intake which would be the
natural dose measurement like in radiotherapy or like the chemical doses of medicine, cannot be applied
here. Local, in-situ measurement is necessary to dose the treatment, and that only could be the temperature.
The presently applied dose concept (CEM) is physically incorrect (temperature is not a dose) and due to its
inhomogeneity concept it is hard to measure. The systemic (whole body) heating in an extreme case reaches
the 42 °C (even the 43 ºC is applied sometimes in special conditions; CEM100%) but the expected
distortion of the tumor does not happen. The high energy of the local heating (in most of the cases more
than 1 kW is applied) at the start make vasodilatation, which turns to vasocontraction over a definite
physiological threshold at about 40 °C. In consequence, over this threshold the high temperature blocks the
complementary drug delivery and causes severe hypoxia, which is a severe suppress of the effect of
complementary radiotherapy. Furthermore, the conductivity and permittivity of the skin is physiologically
controlled by the blood-perfusion, which definitely modifies all the electromagnetic applications through it.
The ultimate challenge is to develop heat resistance, which could make the hyperthermia ineffective; the
disease could become refractory for heating.

Medical challenges
Both the technical and biological challenges robustly appear in medical applications. However, some
additional problems arise in medical considerations. The main point is connected to the inherent behavior of
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the malignancy. The malignant tumor looks local but it is systemic; the main dangers of it are the
dissemination of the malignant cells and the formation of distant, far away metastases. The survival
prognosis is drastically worsens when the tumor is disseminated and metastasized. Considering this
problem we have three-front fights:
1. Primary solid tumor, which proliferates and there is no natural block because the apoptosis is missing.
2. Dissemination transforms the local lesion to systemic disease. The dissemination occurrs mostly by
missing adherent connections and missing cell-cell adhesions. When no dissemination happens the tumor is
benign.
3. The formation of the distant metastases is the consequence of many various factors and one major is the
missing immune reaction.
The dosing and control of the treatment is not only a technical and biological challenge. It is a hard problem
of the medical application of hyperthermia. Without definite protocols it is a weak approach and has no
possibility for comparison of the results and does not give reliable possibility for the patients. However the
dose itself has numerous questions anywhere. The problem is mainly connected with the bio-variability
which makes humans also individual. The dose has to be personalized, but then many points of the fixed
protocol could not be fulfilled, as well as the collection of the cohorts for studies became complicated.
The dose in radiotherapy measured in Gy (J/kg), is a good quantitative parameter. However its efficacy
depends on many physiological and technical parameters (like the oxygenation of the tissue, the focusing
arrangement of the devices, the fractionating possibilities, etc. There are some surface burns representing
the direct toxicity, which also can limit the application. Anyway the efficacy is measured by off-situ
diagnosis (comparison of the before and after states), and the safety is fixed by the dose escalation studies,
where the severe toxicity blocks the further increase.
The chemotherapy is definitely based on the toxicity limit. All the patients have the same dose depending
on their surfaces. The dose is calculated by mg/m 2, irrespective of the size of the tumor, or any other
personal specialties. We assume that the drug which is solved by blood is equally delivered to all of the
body-volumes, and it is supposed that the tumor has been infiltrated by the drug in the same way as the
other tissues do. The safety is again measured by dose-escalation studies. The concept is to apply the largest
tolerable dose (“tolerable” means controllable side effects) and measure the efficacy off-situ later, in the
same way (mainly by imaging) as the radiotherapy does.
In case of hyperthermia the highest tolerable temperature is defined, while the safety limit is also defined by
the temperatures (hot-spots). Due to the long treatment time the patient roughly sensing the toxic dose
(burning) so in hyperthermia the actual immediate correction of the dose could be done.
Another medical challenge of hyperthermia is its locality. The treatment is local, considering the tumor
local too. But the malignancy is not local. Particularly it is not local when high-line treatment is applied
after the failure of some earlier treatments, and the case is advanced, metastatic. In this point the local
treatment alone is dubious even when the focusing is absolutely perfect and the action is concentrated
completely on the desired target only.

Possible answers to the challenges
There is a new method emerging: oncothermia [69]. It is devoted to “pick up the gloves”. It is a precise
impedance (resistivity) matched system, Figure 14. This impedance fit is mainly based on RF-current and
not on the voltage (potential) which is represented by a capacitor. Of course, this is also a capacitive
coupling, but the electrodes of the capacitors are better conductors and promoting conductive behaviors
than capacitors. While the capacitive coupling is based on dielectric loss of the material, the impedance
matching is mainly Joule-heat, concentrating on the conductive part of the dielectric constant.
The capacitive coupling has two possible solutions: dominating the field (voltage) between the electrodes or
dominating the current (ampere) from one electrode to the other. Oncothermia is this second type, using the
current source instead of the voltage source. It is a special capacitive solution, using impedance matching
for treatment. This heating is sensitive for the electrode direct touching, when they are not well connected
to the body, the process stops, while the usual capacitive coupling acts when the certain high isolation (i.e.
lifted electrode) is involved. The current-forcing solution forces the current through the target (starting from
one electrode and finishing on the opposite, changing the situation by every period of the source). The two
solutions have a lot in common, but the main difference is the current fixing. The same power has different
effects, because the multiplication of the actual amperes and voltages define the constant power.
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In conductive oncothermia the RF-current flows through the whole volume between the applied electrodes.
In the oncothermia case the area of the cross-section that the RF-current flows through changes by depth,
and it decreases the current density (current through a unit area). The energy deposition of the current in a
unit volume, however, depends on the current density, which makes the energy absorption nonuniform in
relation to depth.

Figure 14. Impedance matching is the main factor of oncothermia

The better impedance coupling is supported by a technical trick, the asymmetric electrodes (see Figure 15.).
The specific absorption rate (SAR) is much better in asymmetric solution starting on the surface, and the
symmetric exceeds it in depth of 22 cm. Deeper than 22 cm the symmetric becomes better, which is for
humans the full cross-thickness of a laying person.

Figure 15. The symmetric (a) and asymmetric (b) electrode arrangement. The asymmetric arrangement has higher RFcurrent at same power

Oncothermia impedance coupling has special electrode construction to avoid any capacitive radiation,
which could make non-controlled losses of unwanted shortage of penetration depth. It works by 13.56 MHz
carrier frequency, applying definite, patented [67] time-fractal modulation with special template of its
construction.
The complex modulated signal works effectively on the selection of malignant cells and promotes the heatdispersion of the membrane bounded water-states. Together with the state of art fractal physiological
considerations the concept is based on Warburg’s principle of fermentative ATP production, and on Szent
Gyorgyi’s principle of permittivity changes of malignant membranes [68]. There are numerous clinically
proven advantages of oncothermia recognized [69]. The optimizing of dose, oncothermia uses the wellestablished gold-standard, the energy as used in the radiotherapies. The selection can heat up the malignant
cells extremely high, without the same heating in the other parts of the tissue, Figure 16/a. However, by
higher temperature the selection would be less emphasized, while the average is growing, see Figure 16/b,c.

Figure 16. Heating with high selectivity in nano-heating process while the average temperature is kept low (a),
incrasing the average temperature the selectivity lowers (b) and fixes the tissue in equilibrium, where no selectivity
exists ever more (c)
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The RF-current flows dominantly in the extracellular electrolyte, the cell-membrane is enough for the
energy-absorption in it and in its surrounding thin electrolyte layers, see Figure 17.

Figure 17. The RF-current penetrates into the cytoplasm only slightly, the majority of the energy is absorbed in the
membrane and in its immediate vicinity (a). The temperature gradient excites the membrane (b)

The selection mechanisms [68] concentrate various effects on the membrane of the malignant cell, [70]
Figure 18. The most important consequence of this excitation is the apoptosis which is formed in majority
of the selective cell killing [71].

Figure 18. Various effects at the malignant cell are forced by the RF-field. The main effect is however to excite the
pathways for apoptosis

An important observation shows the result of selection in oncothermia. While in conventional hyperthermia
the relative cell-distortion is 17.9 % at 42 ºC, for oncothermia it is 57.1% in identical temperature, [72],
Figure 19. Measurements were made by cooling the tumor intensively down to near body temperature (38
°C). In this measurement we take care of the same forwarded power as it was in the previous 42 °C process.
It was intereting to observe the cell-distortion rate, which remained much higher than the conventional
hyperthermia reaches in 42 °C.
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Figure 19. Oncothermia is more effective than conventional hyperthermia on the same temperature, and remains
effective in case of lower average temperatures too

The careful, patented control of physiology of the skin at the treated volume [73] makes it possible to pump
the highest available energy through the epidermis without toxicity. This lets us use the precisely matched
and measured energy as control parameter; the cooling does not modify the energyintake.
The new technology allows using as much overall energy as necessary for the cellular heating, having no
energy-loss by the heated non-cancerous volumes. The energy is selectively absorbed in nano-range of the
membrane of malignant cells. The 1/10 th of the usually applied energy in similar devices is eligible to
reach high quality results in preclinical and clinical use, mainly in survival time and quality of life. The
main medical advantages of the method together with the effective selection and distortion of the malignant
cells are the blocking of their dissemination as well as promoting the bystander (abscopal) effect acting on
far distant metastases by a local treatment. More details about this method were presented in this conference
[68].
The dose is an important factor of efficacy safety and reproducibility in oncothermia. Conventional
hyperthermia overemphasizes the temperature as a dose, which anyway is necessary for safety reasons,
because the forwarded power and SAR do not correlate. The temperature is a quality which makes the
equilibrium spread all over the system. The temperature is an intensive parameter characteristic, average of
the individual energies of the small units in the system. In chemo-therapy the cytotoxic remedies could
cease very serious side effects, their safety has an emphasized role in their applications. The chemo-doses
are determined by the safety (toxicity) limits, independently of the person or the size of the tumorous target.
The result (efficacy) is measured a definite time later, when the result is measurable or the toxicity (by
personal variability) appears. Then the chemo-dose could be modified or a complete change of the
medication occurs. The actual dose varies in this second line, considering more the actual person and the
actual situation.
When the medication definitely has no side effects (or the side effects are manageable) then the dose by
their safety role has no upper limit. Anyway, when the dose is prescribed by fixed patient-independent
protocol it is not realistically applied. When the prescribed energy is too high for the actual patient (high
biovariability), the actually applied dose has to be lowered, trying to fit it for the actual patient.
Oncothermia is governed by the very personalized way: the patient immediately (during the treatment and
not a considerable time afterwards) senses and notes the toxicity limit: the heat-pain immediately limits the
oncothermia dose. When the preset dose is too much, actually it has to be modified on the personal
requests. On the other hand, when the preset energy-dose is too small (the patients can actually tolerate
more, the personalized toxicity limit is higher), then higher energy has to be applied until the personalized
limit is indicated by the patient. Overheating is impossible, because the surface of the skin has the highest
thermal load, and the heat-sensing is also there. This personalized dose regulation is the main factor of the
safety, and together with this, for the efficacy too.
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Future tasks
There are numerous exciting tasks for the future of hyperthermia in oncology. Here is a list of them below
without detailed description:
1. It is desired to extend to local treatment to whole-body effect, but affecting selectively only the
malignant cells (irrespective of where they are in the body). This has numerous preliminary results
by the bystander (abscopal) effect, which is definitely dose dependent and connected to the immune
activation processes [74].
2. Oncothermia is completed by the preliminary results to solve the memory (vaccination) effect in
situ prersonalized for the cancer patients. The memory effect was shown and used [75], [76],
through T-cell activation.
3. More precise and specialized personalized effects have to be used by proper dose-adjustment and
modulation-template [77].
4. More complementary applications have to be worked out. Conventional gold-standard therapies
have to be widely applied in high line treatments too, working out the resensitizing processes for
the previously refactory treatment. New therapies (dendritic-cell [78], stem-cell, [79], etc.) have to
be involved in the combinative complementary processes.
5. There are multiple cases presented in this conference too [80], [81] showing the possibility to form
the fatal cancer disease chronic, apply it for a long time (like dialysis) and make the patient’s
survival much elongated with good quality of life.

Conclusion
Nanoheating technology offers a renewing of the conventional hyperthermia. It is a synergy of the
bioelectromagnetism with the fractal physiology. Oncothermia approach opens possibilities of stable
controlled treatment without controversial challenges. It is a vivid way to solve the old-problems in
hyperthermic oncology: it is a controlled, reproducible and reliable treatment.
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Figure 1. Arrangement of the treatment electrodes of oncothermia EHY2000 (a) and EHY3000 (b) type devices

The most important aspect of the treatment was the time schedule. The precise timing between chemo-,
radio- and brachytherapy treatments was organized with high care, and oncothermia was applied
immediately after chemo- or brachytherapy treatments, and at max 20 min before EBRT, and delivered
during the whole course of the treatment schedule. The effectiveness was measured within confines of the
oncological care. Imaging procedures as well as gynecological check-ups used to keep track of the
development of the patients' status.
Note, this complementary treatment is currently not financed by the social insurance, therefore, patients
had to pay privately for the oncothermia treatments. Unfortunately, this problem may affect the
therapeutic plan in numerous cases, when the patient is unable to finance their own complementary
treatment modality, even when the treatment is justified by professional aspects. In case of private
cofinancing, the treatment plan of the commentary application is carefully designed to achieve the best
available results.

Results
We first show a case report. The anamnesis of the 54 years-old female patient was G2,P2, with
comorbidity hypertonia for 15 years. She had a stroke at the age of 54. She had vaginal bleeding
symptom at the first diagnosis: Neopl.cerv.ut.std IIIB-IV; Fig. 2. Histology: carcinoma planocellulare.
She rerceived the first external irradiation 2 Gy/day fractions, with 50 Gy complete dose. Additionally,
afterloading brachytherapy was applied: 8 Gy, 5 Gy and 4.5 Gy, subsequently for three times.

Figure 2. The diagnosis and the planning of the radiation and oncothermia complementary

Chemotherapy Cisplatin 40 mg/m2/week complementary to external radiation was performed, and
oncothermia was given to her in 10 sessions. The result was a complete remission. With permanent
checkup no evidence of disease (NED) can be found. The last control (four years after the finishing of the
oncothermia) was NED again, Figure 3.

Figure 3. Control MRI of the patient: 1 months after oncothermia (a), one year after oncothermia (b), four years
after oncothermia (c)

Patients had various number of treatments, Figure 4. in average 4.7 sessions were applied.
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Figure 4. Distribution of the number of treatments for the patients (n=72)

The clinical response was measured in cases of trimodal applications (radiotherapy, chemotherapy and
oncothermia, n=34). Results are promising: 73.5% (25/34) complete and partial remissions, 14.7% (5/34)
stable disease and 11.8% (4/34) progressive disease, Figure 5.

Figure 5. Efficacy of radio-chemo-thermotherapy half year after finishing of the treatment

Our experience has shown that the addition of oncothermia had increased the effectiveness of
conventional modalities, measured in the quality of life and survival elongation.

Conclusions
With a therapeutic plan prepared with due care and implemented precisely ̶ especially the time between
treatments and appropriate setting of treatment parameters ̶oncothermia can effectively complement the
conventional oncotherapies. We will present our results in a case study, in which a patient's treatment was
started only with palliative intent but at the end complete remission was available.
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Experience int he treatment of liver metastases with special reference
to the consequences of interruption of long-run treatments
Abstract
Approximately 800 metastatic liver cases were treated with oncothermia in our department. Many of
them had long-time, cumulatively, huge number of treatments handled the disease a chronic for years.
We investigated the long-time effects of the treatments, together with them interruption of the treatment
serial for a few weeks. We are reporting a typical case: mammary carcinoma with liver metastases. The
metastatic lesion was treated for four years, but the termination of the treatment for two months was fatal
at the end.

Introduction
Our department had the opportunity to integrate oncothermia treatments into the treatment flow of
oncological patients since 2001. We have treated nearly 1000 patients of whom 80 percent had malignant
liver lesions, primary liver tumor or various liver metastases. Regrettably, not only the medical and the
technical aspects but the patient’s financial background have had a role when professionals are selecting
the available modalities. We selected a subgroup of patients into a study (will be published elsewhere)
who had had at least 60 treatments, investigating the effect of the long term treatment and its interrupts 
at least 2weeks- on the overall local outcome (clinical response). In this subgroup of patients with liver
lesions oncothermia was integrated into a combined treatment regime with chemotherapy. Only bimodal
therapy was used, no radiotherapy was applied. The complementary oncothermia was administered
immediately after the chemotherapy. The patient’s status was evaluated with standard laboratory check
ups and imaging modalities. The frequency of the tests was determined according to the Hungarian Social
Security guidelines taking into account the overall condition and complaints of the patient. The case
study to be presented here is a patient who had two times complete remissions confirmed with imaging
modalities -CT, PET, US- and had oncothermia treatments temporarily terminated. Relapsing of the
tumor-growth was observed at both times, despite the continuous standard oncological care. In the
inspected group of patients the malignant disease was handled like usually for chronic ones. The cases
where the regular oncothermia treatments were interrupted – for more than two weeks – the diagnostic
check-up showed progression of the lesions, despite the ongoing conventional chemotherapy. We are
giving a case report in details showing the chronic treatment process for liver metastasis from mammary
carcinoma.

Report
Mammary carcinoma of the female patient was discovered by a routine mammography when she was 34
y old. Breast-conserving surgery was successfully performed (R0) and post-surgical radiotherapy (50 Gy
[fractionated on 2 Gy] plus 10 Gy electron boost) as well. During the diagnostics liver metastasis was
discovered. Chemotherapy was started: Taxotere + Epirubicine. (see Figure 1.) Oncothermia was started
with the device EHY3000 (Oncotherm GmbH, Germany), and 49 sessions were given by 60 W, 60 min,
twice a week.

Figure 1.
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During the oncothermia treatment regression was observed continuously and two month after finishing
the oncothermia a PET/CT detected no evidence of disease (NED). The next checkup also found
complete remission NED state, but a year later relapse was detected in the liver (see Figure 2.).

Figure 2.

Chemotherapy Taxotere +Xeloda followed by Taxotere + Paraplatin were administered, and
complementary oncothermia 24 sessions once a week. A robust regression was observed in the follow-up
period for one year (see Figure 3.).

Figure 3.

When oncothermia was terminated, soon relapse was detected in the liver again with multiple lesions.
The oncothermia was applied (60 W, 60 min, twice a week, 23 sessions), and the disease was stabilized.
Oncothermia was terminated again, and only chemotherapy was applied (Taxol+ Gemzar). Rapid
progression of the disease was observed (Fig. 4.), which led to exitus.

Figure 4.

Conclusion
Oncothermia can be applied for a long time, it handles the malignant liver tumor as chronic disease, but it
should be continued during the whole chemotherapy course, or at least until the second negative control
(2nd NED). Question arises: when should we to stop the oncothermia treatments and what diagnostic
modality is suitable to confirm that there is no need for further treatments? The work is in progress.
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Oncothermia basic research at in vivo level. The first results in Japan
Background
Oncothermia method (OTM) is a long time (since 1989) applied method in oncology [1] with great
clinical success.[2] Oncothermia research group conducts investigations to reveal the basic mechanism of
action of this tumor treatment method in basic research level performing a huge number of in vivo
studies. The tumor destruction efficacy and the role of temperature independent effects of the OTM were
proven earlier and presented elsewhere [3], [4], as well as the recent in vivo results [5], [6]. In this paper
we summarize the first results we have achieved in Tottori University, Japan.

Materials and methods
Study I.
In the first study we examine the effect of oncothermia treatment in a mouse tumor model. Animal
model: Colon26 (murine colorectal cancer) cell line derived allograft mouse tumor modelwas used for
this study with double tumors. The use of the mice and the procedures used in this study were approved
by the Animal Research Committee of Tottori University.

Figure 1. Experimental mouse tumor model. Every animal had two tumors in both the femoral regions, the right
side was teated, the left side was indivicual control

Experimental setup and treatment: A single shot 30min oncothermia treatment was done reaching
maximum 42°C intratumoral temperature, using the LabEHY system (Oncotherm Ltd.), under precise
tumor temperature control using fluoroptic temperature measurement device (Lumasense m3300)

Figure 2. The experimental setup with the LabEHY system and a representative temperature measurement graph of
the temperature curve of the tumors

Study design: A time course study was performed. After a single shot oncothermia treatment animals
were sacrificed at 6H, 24H, 72H, and 120H later and tumors were removed. In all time-group there were
3 treated animals and 1 untreated control animal.
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Figure 3. Oncothermia treated experimental animals in this study

Tumor sample processing: All the removed tumors were cut accurately at their centerline. After a
standard histological process the samples were stained with HE and TUNEL reaction and Ki-67
immunohistochemical (IHCH) detection was performed (HE staining and IHCH detection were perfomed
by Sapporo Byori Kensa Center, Japan). Samples were evaluated using complex histomorphological
methods. Besides the qualitative analysis, a quantitative microscopical evaluation was also performed in
the tumor samples stained with Ki-67. In ten randomly chosen high magnification (400x) microscopic
view area of the living part of the tumor tissue samples the Ki-67 positive cell nuclei were counted,
recorded and evaluated.
Study II.
In the second study we examined the effects of OTM to tumor oxigenization using a rat tumor model.
Animal model: 9L (rat glioma) cell line derived allograft rat tumor model was used. All animals had 2
tumors in both femoral regions. The use of the rats and the procedures used in this study were approved
by the Animal Research Committee of Tottori University.
Oxygen level measurement: Tumor tissue oxigenisation level was measured using an O2 sensitive
electrode system (Eikon Kagaku Ltd. 150Dmodel).
Study design: In 11 rats, tumor tissue oxigenization level was measured using a pO2 sensitive electrode
system right before the treatment. The sensor probe of the system was inserted into the tumor tissue with
the help and guidance of a teflone catheter, then the measured pO2 value was recorded. Then the probe
and the catheter were removed and a single shot, 30min oncothermia treatment was performed using a
LabEHY system (Oncotherm Ltd.), reaching maximum 42°C intratumoral temperature. Right after the
treatment the tumor oxigenization level was measured again.

Figure 4. The study design. The 9L glioma cell line derived rat allograft tumor model (A), the oncothermia
treatment procedure (B) and the tissue oxigenization measurement system (C)
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Results
Study I.
1. A. Histomorphological changes in a qualitative and a quantitative way

Figure 5. All the tumor samples involved in this study and the result graph of the quantitative analysis of the
living/dead area ratio measurements. Drastic and selective tumor-destruction was detected adter a single shot
oncothermia treatment. The tumor destruction was not immediate it had a time-delay. Samples marked with a red
rectangle are evaluated in details

1. B. Histomorphological changes in details

Figure 6. Detailed morphological analysis of the tumor samples marked with red rectangle in Fig. 5. 6H after the
treatment the tumor cells look intact, but 24H after the treatment, the large part of the tumor is dead, the cells shrank
with picnotic cell nuclei. In the 48H and 72H samples definite late morphological signs of apoptotic cell death was
observed: extremely high number of apoptotic bodies (marked with red arrow). 120H after the treatment
morphological signs of leukocyte (mostly neutrophiles, marked with green arrow) invasion is visible

2. TUNEL reaction

Figure 7. Result of the qualitative evaluation of TUNEL staining. TUNEL assay enzymatically labels the DNA
fragments resulted by apoptotic cell death process. In the dead tumor area a huge number of TUNEL-positive cells
were observed after a single shot OTM treatment
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3. Ki-67 expression changes

Figure 8. Result of the qualitative evaluation of the Ki-67 staining. The Ki-67 proliferation marker protein is
expressed in the nuclear membrane only in the dividing cells. That is why sampling for Ki-67 positive cell analysis
and counting were done from the living part of the tumors. The high magnification images from the living part of the
tumor samples (marked with red rectangle in the whole cross sections)

Figure 9. Result of the quantitative evaluation of the Ki-67 staining. Ki-67 positive cell nuclei were counted in 10
randomly choosen area of the living part of the tumor samples. In a very interesting way the number of Ki-67 positive
cells were significantly decreased in the living part of the treated tumor compared to the control tumors

Study II.
Results of the tumor pO2 level measurement in a rat tumor model

Figure 10. Result of the tumor tissue oxigenization level measurement in each animal (A) and in average (B). Tumor
tissue pO2 level was significantly higher right after the oncothermia treatment compared to the pO2 level measured
right before the treatment in case of 10 out of the total 11 animals. The pO2 level was almost double after the treatment
in average
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Conclusions
1. In the mouse study, oncothermia treatment could significantly destroy the tumor tissue in a large
volume of the tumor with only a single shot. Oncothermia treatment induce apoptotic cell death in the
destroyed tumor tissue and effectively inhibit cell proliferation in the living part of the tumor.
2. In the rat study, oncothermia treatment could significantly increase the tumor tissue oxigenisation
which created the basis of the strong synergism with radiotherapy and some chemotherapy.
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Stabilization of metastatic breast cancer with capacitive
hyperthermia plus standard-dose chemotherapy and/or metronomic
Introduction
Worldwide, breast cancer accounts for 22.9% of all cancers (excluding non-melanoma skin cancer) in
women and it is more than 100 times more common in women than in men, although men tend to have
poorer outcomes due to delays in diagnosis.
Prognosis and survival rates for breast cancer vary greatly depending on the cancer type, stage, treatment
and geographical location of the patient. Survival rates in the western world are high, in developing
countries, however they are much poorer.
The size, stage, rate of growth and other characteristics of breast cancer determine the kinds of treatment.
Treatment may include surgery, hormonal therapy, chemotherapy (CHT), target therapy, radiotherapy
(RT) and thermotherapy (hyperthermia).
Surgical removal of the tumour provides the largest benefit in many cases.
To increase the likelihood of cure, several chemotherapy regimens (Antracycline based or not) and target
therapy are commonly given in addition to surgery. Chemotherapy may be standard, which means
administered full dosage and scheduled bi-tri-weekly, or metronomic therapy, which refers to repetitive,
low doses of drugs, designed to minimize toxicity (Dr. Harold J. Burstein of the Dana-Farber Cancer
Institute).
Targeted therapy (TT) is a form of treatment that is designed to specifically inhibit molecules that
provide advantageous growth signals to cancer cells.
Current targets: receptor tyrosine kinases, VEGFR inhibitors, EGFR inhibitors, endothelin receptors,
KIT, BCR/ABL, PDGFR, growth factors, VEGF, estrogen, androgen, transcription factors.
Radiation is used after breast-conserving surgery and substantially improves local relapse rates and in
many circumstances the overall survival too.
Some breast cancers are sensitive to hormones such as estrogen and/or progesterone, which makes it
possible to treat them by blocking the effects of these hormones (Tamoxifene or Aromathase Inhibitors or
Fulvestrant).
Hyperthermia is a type of cancer treatment in which the body tissue is exposed to high temperatures (40
42°C).
A research has shown that high temperatures can damage and kill cancers cells, usually with minimal
injury to normal tissue. Hyperthermia increase blood flow to the warmed area, perhaps doubling the
perfusion in tumours, while in the normal tissue the increase might be tenfold or even more. This
enhances the delivery of medications.
Thermotherapy also increases oxygen delivery to the area, which may make radiation more likely to
damage and kill cells, as well as preventing cells from repairing the damage induced during radiation
session.
Numerous clinical trials have studied hyperthermia in combination with radiation therapy and/or
chemotherapy. These studies focused on the treatment of many type of cancer, including breast cancer,
and shown a significant reduction in tumour size when hyperthermia was combined with other
treatments.

Materials and methods
In our long experience in Universitary Hyperthermia treatment of tumours associated with chemotherapy,
we have observed that the response to the associated treatment determines the disease stabilization and
significant clinical benefit for 24 months in 12 cases of metastatic breast cancer, whereas chemotherapy
alone has turned out to be ineffective with disease progression causing bone marrow toxicity G3-4,
fatigue G2-3, nausea and vomiting G1-G2, bone pain G3-4 and visceral pain G2-3. (see Table 1).
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Table 1. 2 of 12 patients underwent hormone therapy alone because of their allergy to chemotherapy drugs, other
10 patients underwent to CHT+/- Hormone Therapy according to the protocols seen in Table 2.

Table 2.

All patients underwent an average 30 cycles of capacitive hyperthermia, each consisting of eight 45
minute sessions every other day, using 300W per session. Heat was applied to a small or large area, site
of the tumor or metastases, using radiofrequency (SYCHROTERM RF 13.56 MHz). External applicators
two flexible antennas with a diameter of 26 cm) were positioned in area to be treated to raise its
temperature.

Results
In these patients the improvement of perfomance status has allowed a return to regular life. This
improvement of the quality of life showed a correspondent biochemical response, with a progressive
reduction in tumor markers and showed also a diagnostic response with stabilization of disease: in some
cases the reduction of size and/or number of metastases and in all cases with absence of metabolic
activity disease (TB PET CT scan).

Conclusion
Our data confirms that the association CT-HT is positively viewed by most women treated for MBC
perceiving it as helping them to feel healthier and experience a sense of freedom.
The most interesting finding was the observed beneficial effect of HT on pain and an improvement of
Quality of Life (QoL).
The use of OT/CHT-HT combination may enhance efficacy vs CHT and OT alone. This surprising result
may confer a small, but probably, clinically significant improvement survival and quality of life.
However the result of larger collaborative international adjuvant CHT-HT trials will be needed in order to
determine the true value of this combination.
According to the studies on P.N.E.I.M (1, 6, 7), the results in the field of Clinical Pharmacology
concerning drug abuse and medicines disuse, and the resulting recent studies in anthropology on cancer
patients, all of our patients were treated at a preventive, therapeutic and post-treatment level with
appropriate behavioural tests and drug treatments to avoid relapse. Clinical Pharmacology, in our
opinion, considers every patient, according to the multidimensional approach (biopsychosocial), as a
global being (8, 9, 10, 11).
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Oncothermia in HIV positive and negative locally advanced cervical
cancer patients in South Africa
Abstract
Aim: Investigate the clinical, economic and cellular effects of the addition of oncothermia to standard
treatment for HIV positive and negative locally advanced cervical cancer patients in public healthcare in
South Africa. Objectives: Evaluate the effect that the addition of oncothermia has on local disease
control, progression free survival, overall survival at2 years, treatment toxicity, quality of life, economic
impact and HIV status of participants. Radiobiology investigations will evaluate thermo-radiosensitivity
and the molecular markers for thermo-radiosensitivity. Methodology: Phase III randomised clinical trial
involving 236 HIV negative and positive stage IIb-III locally advanced cervical cancer patients.
Treatment includes cisplatin, external beam radiation and brachytherapy. The study group will receive
oncothermia treatments. Participants will be monitored for two years after completion of treatment.
Hypothesis: The addition of oncothermia to standard treatment protocols will result in improved clinical
response without increasing treatment toxicity in HIV positive patients or raising healthcare costs.

Introduction
More than 80% of hospital patients in Africa receive treatment in public healthcare facilities where
resources and funding are limited.1 The economic impact of cancer extends from the financial costs of
treatment, rehabilitation, end-of-life care and loss of life to the economic costs of days off work, loss of
productivity and the social-economic pressures on the family and community of cancer patients.2 SubSaharan Africa has the highest HIV prevalence in the world.3 It is a growing concern that the HIV status
of a person and theanti-retroviral medications increase the patients’ sensitivity to toxicity from radiation
therapy and chemotherapy.4,5,6 There is therefore a strong need for the investigation and application of
technologies which can increase cancer treatment efficacy without increasing the treatment costs in
Africa. Research from the Netherlands indicates that hyperthermia technology may increase the treatment
efficacy whilst lowering the healthcare costs of cervical cancer patients.7 The investigation of the use of
affordable hyperthermia technology is therefore warranted.

Background
Cervical cancer is classified as an AIDS defining illness by the World Health Organisation. Over 80% of
the 555 000 new cervical cancer diagnoses globally per year will occur in developing countries where
HIV is prevalent.8 Cervical Cancer is the second most prevalent female
cancer in South Africa with around 5 000 new cases diagnosed per year. This was 16.24% of all new
cancer diagnoses in 2001, the year in which the last official national cancer statistics were published.9
Although recent statistics on cervical cancer in South Africa are lacking, doctors at the Charlotte Maxeke
Johannesburg Academic hospital estimate that 20% of radiation oncology patients have cancer of the
cervix, 60% of which are in stage IIIb at the time of diagnosis. An estimated 30% of the cervical cancer
patients in public healthcare facilities are HIV positive.10 cancer in South Africa with around 5 000 new
cases diagnosed per year. This was 16.24% of all new cancer diagnoses in 2001, the year in which the
last official national cancer statistics were published. 9Although recent statistics on cervical cancer in
South Africa are lacking, doctors at the Charlotte Maxeke Johannesburg Academic hospital estimate that
20% of radiation oncology patients have cancer of the cervix, 60% of which are in stage IIIb at the time
of diagnosis. An estimated 30% of the cervical cancer patients in public healthcare facilities are HIV
positive.10

Aim
To investigate the clinical, economic and cellular effects of the addition of oncothermia to standard
treatment protocols for HIV positive and negative locally advanced cervical cancer patients in public
healthcare in South Africa.
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Methodology
Study-design: Phase III randomised clinical trial. Sample: 236 HIV negative and HIV positive stage
IIIb-III locally advanced cervical cancer patients will be recruited. This is based on the estimated required
sample size for a two-sample comparison of survivors’ function at two years. The statistical significance
is defined as a two-sided alpha <0.05for a log–rank test, with a constant Hazard ratio of 0.5693, a
statistical power of 90%, a 15% withdrawal rate and an estimated 140 events.We anticipate at least 50%
of recruited participants will be in Stage III of the disease and around 30% of participants will be HIV
positive. Randomisation: The participants will be divided into a control group (N=118) and a study
group (N=118) and the sampling method used will be stratified random sampling (stratum: HIV status).
Location: Charlotte Maxeke Johannesburg Academic Hospital, Gauteng, South Africa. Treatment:
Participants from both groups will receive 3 doses of cisplatin (80mg/m2) administered three weeks
apart, external beam radiation (50Gy administered over 25 factions of 2Gy) and 3 HDR intracavitary
brachytherapy treatments of 8Gy each. The study group will receive two 60 minute modulated electro
hyperthermia (oncothermia) treatments per week during the external beam radiation therapy (total 10
treatments). Duration: The study is scheduled to start in early 2013 and the recruitment period is
expected to take two years. Participants will be monitored for two years after completion of treatment
protocols. The total study duration is expected to be four years. Preliminary results for the local disease
control and radiobiology research are expected to be available within the first three years. Radiobiology
Research: Radiobiology research will be conducted on tissue and tumour samples in order to study the
effect that heating tumours has on the systemic and local response and toxicity resulting from treatment
with ionising radiation.

Objectives
Primary Objectives: Evaluate the effect that the addition of oncothermia has on local disease control at
6 months (assessed by PET scans); progression free survival at 12, 18 and 24 months and overall survival
at2 years (and the cause of death)in HIV positive and negative cervical cancer patients. Secondary
Objectives:·To evaluate the adverse effects that can be directly attributed to oncothermia treatments. To
evaluate the effects of oncothermia on tolerability andtoxicity of the prescribed treatments. To evaluate
the economic impact of the addition of oncothermia to standard treatment protocols in public healthcare
(based on quality adjusted life years). To evaluate the effect of the addition of oncothermia on the quality
of life of patients (EuroQOL EQ-5D-5L questionnaire and the EORTC QLQCX23 cervical carcinoma
specific questionnaire).·To evaluate the effect, if any, of oncothermia treatments on the HIV disease
status of HIV positive participants by assessing the CD4 count; HIV viral load and the concurrent AIDSdefining conditions. To describe cervical cancer recurrence patterns in both groups by loco-regional and
distant recurrences and by initial stage and suspicion for nodal metastasis pre-treatment.
Radiobiology:·To evaluate thermo-radiosensitivity by measuring DNA damage (double strand breaks) in
lymphocytes in response to ionising radiation combined with oncothermia. Haematological samples will
be taken from patients in all four groups before and after the administration of radiation therapy. Double
strand breaks will be measured using Micronucleus (MN) assays and the results will be analysed in order
to determine whether the addition of oncothermia had an effect on the systemic toxicity of ionising
radiation therapy in HIV positive and HIV negative cancer patients.· To investigate the molecular
markers for thermo-radiosensitivity. This will be done by comparing gene expression profiles of cells
extracted from biopsies of thermo-radiosensitive and thermo-radio-resistant tumours. Gene profiling of
tumour samples will be used to identify potential molecular markers in the tumour cells which are
associated with increased response or with resistance to radiochemotherapy combined with oncothermia.

Expected outcomes
It is expected that the addition of oncothermia to standard treatment protocols will result in improved
local disease control and improved two year survival rates without increasing the treatment toxicity. We
hypothesise that the addition of oncothermia will result in a reduction in healthcare costs associated with
the treatment of cervical cancer.
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Study rationale
This will be the first trial to date to investigate the effects of hyperthermia on HIV positive cancer
patients and will be the first hyperthermia trial to be conducted in Africa. This will be the first phase III
trial investigating oncothermia in cervical cancer patients and the first phase III trial investigating the
trimodality treatment of cervical cancer patients. The study will investigate the economic impact of the
addition of oncothermia to public healthcare protocols in Africa. The radiobiology research and genetic
profiling is also unique in the field.
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Oncothermia as personalized treatment option
Abstract
Oncothermia is a nanoheating technology personalized for individual status depending on the state, stage,
grade, and other personal factors. The guiding line of the treatment keeps the homeostatic control as
much effective as possible. One of the crucial points is the surface heat-regulation, which has to be
carefully done by the electrode systems. The applied step-up heating supports the physiological selection.
Recognizing the hysteresis type of SAR-temperature development the protocol could be well conducted.
Using the Weibull distribution function of the transport processes as well as considering the typical
physiological relaxation time of the tissues special protocols can be developed. It has wide-range
applicability for every solid tumor, irrespective of its primary or metastatic form. It could be applied
complementary to all the known oncotherapy methods. It is applicable in higher lines of the therapy
protocols, even in the refractory and relapsed cases as well.
Keywords: oncology, hyperthermia, oncothermia, personalization, Weibull-distribution, logistic-curve,
response-time, surface-cooling

Introduction
The personalization of the oncological treatments is the new trend in modern medicine [1]. Oncothermia
is a personalized treatment using energy delivery to the targeted tumor [2]. This energy is well focused on
cellular level [3], and makes the dose of energy optimal for cell destruction [4]. The personal feedback of
the patient together with the natural homeostatic control of the treatment actions makes the treatment
realistically personalized [5]. The central task is to find the proper dose in the given application, and
optimize the safety and curative limits of the applied dose. The lower limit is of course determined by the
minimal effect by heating and the upper limit determined mainly by the safety issues, like it is usual for
overdoses. The lower limit of oncothermia dose is indefinite, because in case of normothermia nothing
else has action only the complementary treatment alone, which has no danger and has such curative effect
as we expect from the gold-standards. For the upper limit however there are very definite technical and
physiological parameters: the surface power-density of the signal is limited by the blistering to the 0.5
W/cm2, (60 min basis) the internal hot-spots could hurt the healthy tissue, and in systemic application the
physiology anyway limits at 42°C. The ultimate challenge is the developing heat resistance, which could
make the hyperthermia ineffective, the disease became refractory of heating. The presently applied dose
concept (CEM) in conventional hyperthermia is physically incorrect (temperature is not a dose) and due
to its inhomogeneity concept it is hard to measure. The systemic (whole body) heating in extreme case
reaches the 42°C (even the 43°C is applied sometimes in special conditions; CEM100%) but the expected
distortion of the tumor does not happen. The high energy of the local heating (in most of the cases more
than 1 kW is applied) at the start makes vasodilatation, which turns to vasocontraction over a definite
physiological threshold at about 40°C. In consequence, over this threshold the high temperature blocks
the complementary drug delivery and causes severe hypoxia, which is a severe suppress of the effect of
complementary radiotherapy. Furthermore, the conductivity and permittivity of the skin is
physiologically controlled by the blood-perfusion, which definitely modifies all the electromagnetic
applications through it.
Hyperthermia overheats the actual target. It does not limit the target size at large (like whole-body
hyperthermia) or at small (like heating with nano-particles) volumes. These methods are all characterized
by the temperature, but they are characteristically different by their thermal state. In whole-body heating
the thermal equilibrium drives the process, the body-temperature characterizes the treatment technically.
However the body temperature characterizes the process less and less by decreasing the volume of the
heated target, the body temperature becomes stable and almost independent from the local heating of a
smaller volume in the body. Contrary to the thermal equilibrium in whole body heating, the
nonequilibrium dominates in local treatments, and consequently thermal gradients will appear in the
system.
Heating in nanoscopic range creates huge fluctuations of the local temperatures while the hot
nanoparticles try to equalize their high temperature with their neighborhood. This process is typical for
the commercial microwave heating, where not the extra nanoparticles, but especially the water-molecules
are heated in their nanoscopic sizes, and those give the temperature to the entire volume by time. To
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construct a nano-heating process the targeting of the nanostructures is a clue. Their selection from the
other materials makes their controlled heating and also targeting the heat on the desired volume possible.
Extra nanoparticles could selectively absorb the electromagnetic energy heating up these small particles
extremely in their neighboring spheres. Our approach is definitely similar, but by not using extra particles
for selective energy absorptions. Our nanoscopic targets are naturally in the body, in the membrane of the
malignant cells. The selection is based on the metabolic differences (Warburg effect), the dielectric
differences (Szent-Gyorgyi effect) and beta-dispersion (Schwan effect) as well as uses the structural
(pathological) differences (fractal effect) of the malignant lesions.
The main medical advantages of the method are its personalized targeting together with the effective
selection and distortion of the malignant cells. The new direction of application focuses on the blocking
of their dissemination as well as promoting the bystander (abscopal) effect acting on far distant
metastases by a local treatment. The method is successfully developed in the direction of the immunesupport, and a new patent covers an exciting area: cancer-vaccination with oncothermia.

Method
The physiological processes are determined by a dynamic equilibrium process-character, which is
dominantly determined by special transports and logistics in the complex bio-systems. The distribution
which is typical for general logistics, failure analyses and even for survivals is the Weibull distribution
[6], which cumulatively looks

where to is the unit time, when the value of the function is 1/e<0.63; the a-exponent in the distribution
defines the shape (see Figure. 1.).

Figure 1. A special point of the Weibull function: the value, where t=t0 (1/e≈0.63). The derivative in the inflexion
point equal (n/to)・ (1/e)≈0.63*n, when to=1. The popular meaning of the parameters are: to is the stretching in xdirection (time-transformation), n is the stretching in y (incline of the curve). The parameters which has to be
defined are the F, S, T, t0 and α, the finishing and starting power, the full treatment duration, the 63% of the powerincrease and the slope of the power increase, respectively

The a-exponents were observed in various processes in wide range of applications. The generalized
logistic function (sigmoid) could be constructed by various ways, but the so called Avrami-exponents (a,
which is the exponent of the above Weibull function) are functionally appearing based on the extended
works of FW. Cope [7], [8], there are some collected Avrami-exponents for various solid-state and
biological processes show the universality of this logistic function.
The application of the Weibull distribution function approach multiple clinical applications and it is well
established theoretically and practically, [9], [10], [11], [12]. It is used for a long time for survival
description in gerontology [13], [14] and in oncology [15] as well.
The function has its inflexion point (where the tendency of decreasing changes) in t=t0 at 1/e (00.63)
value. The derivative in this point is proportional to n. (The derivative there is exactly n/e [0-0.63n].)
Therefore the parametric evaluation could be well checked in the t=t0 point. Note, the Weibull
distribution could be well approached by normal (Gaussian) distribution over a>2. The area under the
curve (shaded in the next figure) represents the complete energy-dose which is provided to the patient.
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Figure 2. The provided energy is represented by the area under the curve (integral of the forwarded power, (a)), and
the slope at the infexion point is proportional with the exponent “a”, shown in numerical example (b)

However the continuous increase of the temperature does not fit to the homeostatic steady-state requests.
Physiological response time (when the homeostatic equilibrium is reestablished after a definite
disturbance) is 5-7 min. We propose at least 6 min on the definite chosen power level before the next
increase step-up. Considering this transient as 6 min, the step-up heating is shown below. In this case the
obtained dose is higher due to the upfitting rule, which we applied. In case of using 10 min relaxation
time the protocol is shown on Figure 3.

Figure 3. The step up heating follows the Weibull curve and keeps the steps until the homeostatic equilibrium. The
provided cumulative energy could vary by the time-intervals of the steps

Difference between the poison and medicine is only the dose. In numerous cases people committed
suicide taking medicine which would be useful in lower dosage in treatments. The dose is an important
factor of efficacy safety and reproducibility too. In case of medication or radiation oncology we know the
dose units as quantitative measurable values in mg/m2 or J/kg in chemo- or radiotherapies, respectively.
In hyperthermia the temperature is overemphasized as a dose, however it is not a quantitative parameter,
it is a quality which makes the equilibrium spread all over the system. The temperature is an intensive
parameter characteristic average of the individual energies of the small units in the system. In
chemotherapy the cytotoxic remedies could cease very serious side effects, their safety has emphasized
role in their applications. The chemo-doses are determined by the safety (toxicity) limits, independently
of the person or the size of the tumorous target. The result (efficacy) is measured a definite time later,
when the result is measurable or the toxicity (by personal variability) appears. Then the chemo-dose
could be modified or complete change of the medication occurs. The actual dose varies in this second
line, considering more the actual person and the actual situation.
When the medication definitely has no side effects (or the side effects are controlled) then the dose role
has no upper limit by their safety, and also when the dose is limited but it is too high for the actual patient
due to the biovariable poisoning limit, then the actually applied dose is of course lower, trying to fit it for
the actual patient.
Oncothermia is governed by the very personalized way: the patient immediately (during the treatment
and not a considerable time afterwards) sensing and note the toxicity limit: the heat-pain immediately
limits the oncothermia dose. When the preset dose is too much actually it has to be modified by the
personal requests. On the other hand, when the preset energy-dose is too small (the patients actually can
tolerate more, the personalized toxicity limit is higher), then higher energy has to be applied until the
personalized limit is indicated by the patient. Overheating is impossible, because the surface of the skin
has the highest thermal load, and the heat-sensing is also there. This personalized dose regulation is the
main factor of the safety and together with this for the efficacy too.
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Results
Oncothermia has formulated a new paradigm [16], and made a pioneering job: it was the modulated
electric field application, which later had good continuation in the literature in many laboratories
worldwide. Its definite breaking results were on the modulated field effect combined with the thermal
actions [17], showing large development in the present clinical practice. The electric field action was
considered in serious manner in 2000 by Nature [18], and has been intensively applied in the clinical
practice [19], [20]. The modulated electric field actions were applied for various accepted clinical trials
[21], [20].
The second new approach was the controlled micro-heating, [22], which makes it possible to introduce
the dose as the absorbed power [23], [24]; like it is used in the standard radio-therapy as well.
The third new important field which was pioneered by oncothermia is the immune-stimulative
applications of the modulated electric field, showing the definite natural apoptotic cell-killing [25], [26]
with activation of various leucocytes [27] to isolate [28] and kill the malignant lesion. The fourth
pioneering field is the [29] abscopal (bystander) effect of modulated electric field. According to the
remark of world-famous tumor vaccination researchers in their last conference, it could be a good basis to
be involved in this very modern and promising field. This effect makes a great opportunity to make the
local treatment systemic [30], like the locally observed tumor becomes systemic by its malignant
progress.
In clinical point of view Oncothermia makes also important and unique steps to go forward with proving
its trustful performance [31]. It has various levels of clinical evidences, has multiple studies including
phases of the data development from the toxicity measure (Phase I), [32],[33], through the efficacy
(Phase II) [34], and the wide range clinical applications (Phase III/IV) [35]. Oncothermia has many
retrospective studies but also many prospective ones in Phase II and Phase III categories. The
retrospective data are compared to the large databases, and compared to the multiple clinical institutions,
making statistical evidences of the validity of the data.
Presently altogether oncothermia has 54 clinical trials for malignant diseases involving 2796 patients
from six countries (Germany, Hungary, Italy, S.Korea, China, Austria). These trials cover 15 localization
(see Table 1.) The patients were in advanced stages, mostly over the 3rd line treatment. The comparison
with the large databases was made in multiple clinics relations, showing extremely large (minimum 20%)
enhancement of the 1st year survival percentages.

Table 1. List of oncothermia studies. Some references of various localizations: Bone (metastatic) [36], [37]; Breast
[38]; Colorectal [39], [40], [41], [42], [43]; Gliomas [44], [45], [46], [47], [48], [49], [50], [51], [52], [53],
Esophagus [54]; Brain (metastatic) [55], Kidney [56]; Liver (primary) [57], Liver (metastatic) [58], [59]; Lung
(NSCLC) [60], [61]; Lung (SCLC), [62], [59], Pancreas [63], [64], [65], [66].
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Conclusion
Oncothermia has good clinical achievements in the clinical studies, making a stable basis of the clinical
applications in various advanced primary and metastatic malignancies and giving the long time expected
stable standard on oncological hyperthermia. Oncothermia with its surface stabilized sensing (patented
action) uses the personal sensing in objectivity of the actual energy-dose. This makes the accurate and
personalized treatment possible by this method.
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Deep temperature measurements in oncothermia processes
Abstract
Temperature in depth of in various model-systems was measured, starting with muscle and other
phantoms. Temperature was measured by flouroptical system (Luxtron) in the various points of the
phantoms. It was shown that the temperature can be selectively increased in the target. In water-protein
phantom the protein coagulation (>60 °C) was observed selectively while the water temperature around it
was a little higher than the room temperature.
Keywords: oncothermia, temperature, penetration-depth, hyperthermia, selectivity, phantom

Introduction
Research of oncothermia has wide range of temperature measurements from its origin in 1988. Numerous
experiments were done in various model systems and phantoms, including various ex-vivo tissues and
complex body-parts of various animals [1]. Independently from Oncotherm the temperature development
was also measured in complex meat-phantom [2].
New model-experiments were performed recently to show the depth profile of heating and be sure on the
deep heating facility by oncothermia devices. Some devices are using the size of the electrode pair for
focusing, telling that the small electrodes have less penetration. It is true generally in the radiative
approach, but our impedance heating is different. We had used the smallest available electrode (10 cm
diameter) showing that even with this the impedance heating is effective in depth.
The problem of the controlled and focused heat-delivery to deep-seated tissues is a long-standing
problem of the local hyperthermia in oncology, [3]. The multiple artificial methods to focus the
temperature have numerous technical and physiological problems. The energy could be focused in a
planned and accurate way, but the temperature spreads naturally. Further problem is the physiological
control in living objects, which likely acts by negative feedback, limiting or blocking the temperature
increase during the actual heating process.

Methods
The early (twenty years old) phantom measurements have been repeated under much more modern
conditions, and have been checked with optical fiber thermo sensing method, and also the outside heating
profile was controlled for visual pattern by a high-sensitivity thermo-camera system. The in-vivo models,
as well as all the animal experiments, have used flouroptical temperature measurements in depth. The
precise inserting of the sensors was controlled by imaging technologies in large animals and humans.
We had modeled various human sizes, [4], orienting waists [thickness] as: underweighted ~70 cm [~18
cm], healthy ~ 85 cm, [~21 cm] overweight ~114 cm, [~28 cm] obese ~152 cm [~33 cm] and used
phantom thicknesses 15 – 32 cm depending on the patient’s weight and the part of the body (see Figure
1.). The thickness of an average patient is around 22 cm. (see pictures below), so the asymmetric solution
is better for humans than the symmetric. Probably there are many animals, (horses, cows, elephants, etc.)
where the 22 cm is not enough, for these cases the symmetric solution is better. (We are using it in
veterinarian solutions for these specialties).

Figure 1. Typical human thicknesses of various healthy volunteers
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First we measured in a 20cm phantom column, taking care on the heat-exchange with the environment
and the cooling by the bolus and the water-bed. In the first experiment the phantom was mixed pork-meat
taking care about the muscle and fat tissue combinations, modeling the living body complexity well. The
phantom was a 10 cm diameter and 20 cm long cylinder, placed on the treatment bed, and heated by 60
W. (see Figure 2.) (20 cm was chosen for a thickness of an average suffering cancer patient.)

Figure 2. Typical experimental arrangement at EHY2000+ device. Experimental cylinder with the temperature
sensors (a) Well turned device (b). The muscle phantom on the treatment bed (c) Muscle phantom with temperature
sensors (d)

Other experiments were targeting the selection process of oncothermia. Various phantom materials were
placed in distilled water and the system was treated by oncothermia, Figure 3.

Figure 3. Various phantom arrangement for study the selection solutions. A piece of liver of pork (a), egg-white in
rectangular water-tank (b), egg-white in cylindrical water-tank (c), caviar in water-tank (d)

Results
The deep temperature was rapidly enhancing, reaching the 42°C (from 24°C) increasing 18°C up, in the
depth of 6 cm, (see Figure 4.).

Figure 4. The temperature in depth was increased considerably. The outside temperature is of course lower, due to
the cooling of the outside air on room temperature (22°C). The highest temperature in 6 cm depth (red temperature
sensor in the thermo picture) was 42°C, which was reached from 25°C at start (17°C increase made by 60W, 60
min)

Approaching more the depth profile of the heating we measured the temperature in depths of 4, 8, 12, 16
cm depth. The same phantom system was used with chopped pork meat, (see Figure 5.) The power was
75 W. The measured temperatures were controlled by fluorooptical (Ipitek product) and thermistor
sensors (Tateyama product). The starting initial temperature was 24°C. After 1 h the top sensor (4 cm
depth) indicated over 54°C, while other depths of 8, 12 and 16 cm was developing 53°C, 51°C and 45°C.
(The down electrode was cooled by the water-bed having much a loss of the heat. This temperature
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development was 30°C the largest and 21°C the smallest values. Without water-bed the down-cooling
was not effective, and the phantom was heated higher.

Figure 5. Depth profile with (A) and without (B) water-bed cooling effect. The temperature was about the same in
both systems, when the heating time was 60 min and 40 min in the canse of water-bed and without water-bed
cooling of the system. The deepest temperature however was over 45°C, (18°C increase) in 16 cm depth

The most realistic geometry was used when we put the experimental phantom 31 cm height, simulating
an obese patient, (see Figure 6.). The in-depth measurements show definite increase of the temperature
over 45°C (from 27°C) in depth of 24 cm applied 100 W heating power. The well increased temperature
(peak) in depth of ~10 cm is well observable on the thermo picture.

Figure 6. The phantom column, its thermo-picture during the treatment and the thermo sensors (“O” Oncotherm-Tateyama system, “I” - Ipitek system for control). The thermo-picture shows a temperature
distribution which has a maximum in depth of ~10 cm. The high temperature increase is proven in depth
as much as 24 cm

The phantom experiments for demonstrating the selection process had shown well the selection
mechanism of oncothermia. The liver experiment has shown a high temperature increase inside of the
liver-piece, see Figure 7.
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Figure 7.

The same selectivity was measured on egg-white in plastic bag surrounded with distilled water
in two different-shape water-tanks (figure 8. and figure 9.). The temperature was as high as the
protein coagulation happen (T>60 °C), while the water temperature was only slightly up (2°C
over the room temperature 24°C), by the heat form the coagulated egg-white. The same was
observed on the caviar phantom, when the balls were individually “cooked” without increase of
the temperature of the surrounding water, see Figure 10.

Figure 8. Coagulation of egg-white starts in its inner-volume, while the water around remains
cold

Figure 9. The development of the egg-white coagulaton is well seen in the cylindrical watertank. The coagulation starts inside of the egg-white, the watr outside remains cold
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Figure 10. The caviar pieces are cooked, while the water had no temperature increase from
room-temperature

Conclusion
Oncothermia is an effective deep heating method for tumor-lesions, increasing the temperature
by a safe, controlled and well-targeted way. Phantom measurements proved the possibility of the
selection when the local temperature can go up to ablative regime, without heating up the nontargeted volume. This is the basic of oncothermia selection and is expected to be effective in
nanoscopic range at the membrane of the malignant cells.
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Modulation effect in oncothermia
Abstract
Conventional hyperthermia is based on the local or systemic heating, which is measured by the realized
temperature in the process. Oncothermia applies nano-heating, which means high energy absorption in
nanoscopic range of the malignant cell-membrane selectively. This high temperature and its consequent
stress create special effects: it evolves possibility of chaperone proteins to be expressed on the outer
membrane by softening the membrane, and starts various excitations for programmed cell-death of the
targeted malignant cell. The process needs special delivery of the energy which selects as desired. A strict
13.56 MHz sinusoidal carrier frequency is amplitude modulated by time-fractal signals. The modulation
is far from any sinus or other periodic patterns, it is a 1/f spectrum, having definite templates for its
construction. In some personalized cases definite template is used for fractal pattern, which is copied
from the actual character of the tumor-pathology or other specialty of the target.
Keywords: modulation,
timefractal, apoptosis

radiofrequency, hyperthermia, oncothermia, pink-noise, 1/f-spectrum,

Introduction
The understanding the principle of modulation starts with a simple everyday task: listening our favorite
radiobroadcasts, like 107.1 MHz Cologne, 91.8 MHz Frankfurt, Radio Energy (Munich) 93.3 MHz etc.
We choose the frequency (tune the radio to select it) and we enjoy the broadcast. The carrier frequency
which was the basic of the tuning never meets the ear, it is too high for sensing, and anyway it would be a
too monotonic sound, it is only a single frequency. Instead of monotony we hear the music or other
information carried by this chosen frequency. The carrier-frequency delivers the real information coded
in its modulation (see Figure 1.).

Figure 1. The amplitude modulation. Carrier frequency (a), modulation signal (b), modulated signal shown the
frame of the modulator (c), modulated signal alone (d)

The carrier frequency carries two important information characters:
- its modulation finds the target on cellular level and
- its energy heats up the selected cells from outside by its neighboring extracellular matrix.
The modulation method is similar to the process when the light goes through the windows-glass. When
the glass is transparent to that specific set of colors (visible light, definite interval offrequencies), its
absorption is almost zero, all energy goes through it. However, when it has any bubbles, grains,
precipitations, etc., those irregularities will absorb more part from the energy, their transparency will be
locally low, their energy absorption will be high, they will be heated up locally. It is a self-selection
depending on the material and the frequency (color) which we apply in the given example. The carrier
frequency delivers the information (modulation frequencies), for which the cancer cells are much less
“transparent” than their healthy counterpart is. Malignant cells are heated up by the selectively absorbed
energy.
The applied time-fractal modulation is one of the specialties, which only oncothermia has in
hyperthermia applications in oncology.

Method
The living material is not an ordered solid. Contrary to the crystals, it is hard to introduce the
cooperativity. The living matter is in aqueous solution, which is mostly well ordered, [1] in the living
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state. This relative order formed the "dilute salted water" into the system having entirely different
mechanical, chemical, physical, etc. behaviors as the normal aqueous solutions. Indeed, the important
role in the living systems of the so called ordered water was pointed out in the middle of sixties, and later
it was proven, [2]. At first the ordered water was suggested as much as 50 % of the total amount of the
water in the living bodies [3]. The systematic investigations showed more ordered water [4], [5] than it
was expected before. Probably the ordered water bound to the membrane is oriented (ordered) by the
membrane potential, which probably decreases the order of the connected water, so increases the electric
permeability of the water [6], and so decreases the cell-cell adhesion and could be the cause of the celldivision of even for the proliferation [6]. According to Warburg’s effect the metabolism gradually favors
the fermentation in malignancy [7]. The end-products of both the metabolic processes are ions in the
aqua-based electrolyte. The oxidative cycle products dissociate like 6CO2+6H2O 9 12H+ + 6CO32
while the lactate produced by fermentation dissociates: 2CH3CHOHCOOH 9 2CH3CHOHCOO- + 2H+.
Assuming the equal proton production (by more intensive fermentation energy-flux) the main difference
is in the negative ions.
The complex lactate-ion concentration grows rapidly, and increases its osmotic pressure. Keep the
pressure normal, the dissolvent (the monomer water) has to be increased as well, seeking to solvent by
non-ordered water. Indeed, it is measured in various malignancies that the water changed to be
disordered, [8], [9], [10], so in these cases the ordered water concentration in cancerous cells is smaller
than in their healthy counterpart. Consequently, the hydrogen ionic transmitter became weak, the removal
of the hydrogen ions became less active. This decreases the intracellular pH and the proton gradient in
mitochondria, which is directly worsening the efficacy of ATP production. To compensate the lowered
proton-gradient, the membrane potential of mitochondria grows. This lowers the permeability of the
membrane, decreases the mitochondrial permeability transition, which have crucial role in apoptosis,
[11], [12]. (The high mitochondrial membrane potential and low K-channel expression had been observed
in cancerous processes, [13]). These processes lead to apoptosis resistance, and for the cell energizing the
ATP production of the host cell (fermentation) became supported. The free-ion concentration increases in
the cytoplasm, and so the HSP chaperone stress proteins start to be produced. This process needs more
ATP as well as it is anti-apoptotic agent, so the process could lead to the complete block of apoptosis.
Rearranging (disordering) the water structure needs energy [14]. It is similar to the way, like the ice is
melted with latent heat from zero centigrade solid to liquid with unchanged temperature conditions. This
drastic change (phase transition) modifies the physical properties (like the dielectric constant) of the
material without changing the composition (only the microscopic ordering) of the medium itself.
The decisional role of the two metabolic pathways (the oxidative and the fermentative) was studied by
Szent-Gyorgyi [6], having etiology approach, and using additional formulation. His interpretation
describes the cellular states by two different stages. The alpha-state of the cell is the fermentative status.
What makes the difference on the absorption? It is the missing collective order in malignancy. The
healthy cells live collectively. They have special “social” signals [15] commonly regulating and
controlling their life. They are specialized for work-division in the organism, and their life-cycle is
determined by the collective “decisions”. The cancerous cells behave non-collectively; they are
autonomic. They are “individual fighters”, having no common control over them, only the available
nutrients regulate their life. The order, which characterizes the healthy tissue, is lost in their malignant
version, the cellular communications disappeared [16].
The problem of the autonomy of the malignant cells makes the treatment very much complicated,
because cancer has its own fractal structure, [17]. The analysis of the fractal structures of malignancies
could even indicate the stage of the disease [18]. Careful fractal analysis can make predictive information
for the prognosis as well, [19].

Results
The effect of modulation was measured on immuno-deficient nude mice xenograft model made by HT29
human colorectal carcinoma cell-line. The single shot oncothermia was used for 30 min keeping 42 °C in
the tumor. A day after oncothermia a definite difference can be detected between the modulated and
unmodulated effects, which became very emphasized after two days, (see Figure 2. [20]). This is one of
the reasons, why we propose in the protocols of oncothermia the treatment frequency every other day.
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Figure 2. The modulation reestablsihes the apoptosis, the natural cell-killing process, and after 48 h the effect is
obviously acting. (HT29 xenograft model on single-tumor-bearing mice, heating single shot, 30 min to 42 C.
Animals were sacrificed 24 h after the treatment.)

The multiple fractal physiological proofs are extended by the oncothermia specialized experimental
results too. We used the same xenograft model on a high number of nude mice (30 tumors were
examined, 5-5 mice having double tumors in two arms, modulated (active) arm and non-modulated
(passive arm)). The single shot experiment was also for 30 min, but the tumors were treated only on 40
°C. We know it from other experiments that this temperature is generally not enough to make
hyperthermia effect in classical heating approach. The animals were sacrificed after 48 h, and the results
(see Figure 3.) show well the modulation effect: the treated arm in modulated cases had 45.8% higher
cell-distortion than the non-treated part, while the effect in the non-modulated mice was only 3,9%.

Figure 3. The modulation makes definitely and significantly higher tumor-destruction compared to the non-treated
side than the non-modulated cases. (HT29 cell-line in nude mice, xenograft model, single shot for 30 min keeping at
40 C, 5-5 mice were used in both arms, sampling was taken 48 h after the treatment

More detailed explanation and background of the modulation applications in Oncothermia could be
obtained from the Oncothermia book [21]. The modulation method has patent applications [22], [23],
[24].

Conclusion
Oncothermia modulation is one of the three specialties of this treatment. Its efficacy and its role in the
personalization process have introduced an effective tool for the apoptotic cancer-cell destruction.
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Synergy between TCM and Oncothermia
TCM and cancer
Traditional Chinese medicine-based herbal medicines have gained increasing acceptance worldwide in
recent years and are being pursued by pharmaceutical companies as rich resources for newer drug
discovery. For many years, traditional Chinese medicines (TCM) have been applied for the treatment of
cancers in China and beyond. Chinese medicine employed treatments for cancer for over two millennia.
The book The Rites of the Zhou Dynasty (1100- 400 BCE) refers to physicians specializing in the
treatment of swellings and ulcerations or necrosis and ulcerations. These terms are still utilized in the
modern practice of traditional Chinese medicine to denote the study and treatment of tumors that are both
benign and malignant.8 Early Chinese medical texts described different types of breast tumors and
discussed their clinical appearance, physiological origin and severity. Over 100 names were recorded for
tumors in early medical literature. Most of these terms represent conditions that would be regarded as
early cancerous conditions in the Western medical literature. The most frequently cited term for breast
cancer was breast rock12. In the Yellow Emperors Classic of Internal Medicine (written circa 250 BCE),
the first clinical picture of breast cancer was described. The prognosis was estimated to be approximately
ten years after diagnosis and the process of progression, metastasis and death was detailed.
The current trend in China is to integrate, or combine Western therapies with TCM in the treatment of
cancer. There are no available statistics on the proportion of women using this approach. Our
collaborators in China- Hebei University TCM Department- estimate that about 70%-80% of women
diagnosed with breast cancer in the metropolitan areas, where Western medicine (WM) is favoured, are
using the combined approach at some point during their treatment of breast cancer while a very small
fraction of women use TCM as a sole therapy. The treatments employed by the TCM physicians are
aimed at controlling side effects and toxicities attributed to cancer therapies, improving quality of life,
preventing recurrence and prolonging survival.
Herbal medicines are generally low in cost, plentiful, and show very little toxicity or side effects in
clinical practice. However, despite the vast interest and ever-increasing demand, the absence of strong
evidence-based research and the lack of standardization of the herbal products are the main obstacles
toward the globalization of TCM. In recent years, TCM research has greatly accelerated with the
advancement of analytical technologies and methodologies (1). Cancerous conditions are well-known in
the traditional Chinese medical system. In the classics of TCM, “Huang Di Nei Jing Di” (黃帝內經)
published more than 2000 years ago, there are descriptions of the pathogenesis, appearances and
treatment principles of tumors (瘤), such as muscle, tendon and bone carcinomas; however, this term does
not differentiate between malignant and nonmalignant tumors. It was not until the Sung Dynasty (ca.
1300 AD) that the first reference to cancer - the Chinese word Ai (癌) meaning malignant carcinoma first appeared in the ancient medical book “Wei Ji Bao Shu” (衛濟寶書). According to the theories of
TCM, cancer is caused by imbalances between endogenous physical conditions of the body and
exogenous pathogenic factors. The internal condition of the body plays a dominant role in the onset of
cancer. In other words, factors can induce cancer only when the body's own defense system fails. Those
pathogenic factors, in Chinese medicine terms, include accumulated toxins, “heat” and blood stasis, and
they attack when a person is in a weak physical condition, without the strength to resist. Furthermore,
malfunction of the body-mind communication network may also trigger the development of cancer (2)
So, TCM expert doctors view cancer as a systemic disease associated with the state of the whole body (or
disturbance of the signaling network, to use a modern term). “Systemic” in the TCM doctors' views,
means “state of the whole body”. “Cancer is the manifestation of a breakdown in the body's ability to
handle pathogenic factors, not a local disease of cells or organs.” Accordingly, the treatment philosophy
and strategy of TCM emphasizes holistic modulation and improvement of the whole body rather than
removing the tumor mass or killing the cancerous cells. This treatment strategy is particularly enforced
for cancer patients at the late stages. In these stages, the focus of treatment is extending the life
expectancy and improving the quality of life of the patient; in other words, the focus is on the patient not
the tumor mass (帶瘤生存).The other major principle of TCM is the emphasis on an individual therapy. For
the same type of cancer in different persons, the diagnosis and treatment schemes could be very different.
This is called the principle of “treatment based on symptom pattern differentiation (辨證論治)”. In other
words, TCM expert doctors make the diagnosis and prepare a treatment scheme based on the assessment
of the pattern of symptoms manifest in each individual. When herbs are called for, most commonly,
several are used together, and the whole herbs are used, not purified compounds. Thus, in the
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prescription, there will be multiple effective components delivering a comprehensive, integrated
treatment of cancer through multiple targets and their associated pathways. This approach is in line with
the view of TCM that cancer is a systemic disease that requires a holistic approach and medicines that
can produce therapeutic actions through multiple targets. While this approach differs from that of
conventional medicine, the effects of treatment still come down to biochemistry. If treatments are
effective, then there must be underlying mechanisms that can be investigated and verified scientifically.
Understanding these mechanisms can help us expand the efficacy of both Western and Chinese medicines
in a logical, rational way.

Future Prospect of TCM Herbal Medicines in Cancer Research
The cellular and animal studies have provided strong molecular evidences for the anticancer activities of the
TCM herbal medicines, tested as pure compounds or as crude extracts of the single herbs or the complex
formulas. However, several important questions remain to be answered. Do TCM-derived herbal medicines
possess any special effects other than those often seen with conventional drugs for cancer treatment? There
has been little investigation to make a side-by-side comparison. An earlier work was conducted on the
anticancer effects of protodioscine (glycosides) from the rhizome of Dioscorea collettii var. hypoglauca, a
Chinese herbal remedy for the treatment of cervical carcinoma, carcinoma of urinary bladder and renal
tumor for centuries, against a 60 NCI human cancer panel (3), and it was found to be specifically effective
for cervical carcinoma, bladder and renal cancer cell lines. Moreover, based on an analysis of the
COMPARE computer program with protodioscin as a seed compound, no other compounds in the NCI's
anticancer drug screen database have a cytotoxicity pattern (mean graphs) similar to those of protodioscin,
indicating that a potential novel mechanism of anti-cancer action is involved. This may be one of many
methods by which the unique properties of TCM can be revealed in a concise manner. The other question to
be addressed in the future is whether the methodologies and the in vitro and in vivo biological models
currently employed to investigate the therapeutic nature of traditional Chinese medicines are good enough.
By now 66 herbs are known that have been used for anticancer studies all over the world. They were
grouped these herbal plants into seven functional groups based on the traditional usage for cancer treatment.
Interestingly only a small subset of herbs is considered toxic, grouped under the category of “medicinal
with cytotoxic function”, the majority is not. On the other hand, the majority of TCM-derived components
shown above are in the same category as the conventional anticancer drugs which induce apoptosis. In a
previous study (4), we used a cell system by which the inhibitory effects of non-cytotoxic chemicals were
assessed by a focus formation assay upon transfection of ras oncogene to the host cells. Using this system,
two well-studied medicinal mushrooms Ganoderma lucidum and Tricholoma lobayense with anticancer
potential were examined for their possible adverse effects on cell transformation induced by ras oncogene.
The results indicated that both species of mushrooms strongly inhibited ras-induced cell transformation.
However, the inhibitory effect of the mushroom extracts was not due to a direct killing of the transformed
cells; rather, it seems to have been mediated through the surrounding normal cells. This normal celldependent growth inhibitory effect is also observed with oleanolic acid isolated from Oldenlandia diffusa
(5). These examples suggest that, at least some, TCM medicines exert their anticancer effects through
mechanism(s) other than apoptosis. Looking forward, we have to see three specific issues that will require
focused more attention:
(i) more well-designed clinical trials are required to support the effectiveness and the safety of TCM in
the management of cancers/ applying together modern technology as oncothermia;
(ii) new parameters based on the unique properties and theory of TCM are needed to assess the clinical
efficacy of TCM in clinical trials; and
(iii) new approaches to research may be needed, given the nature of TCM herbs as being fundamentally
different from drugs. There is evidence that the reductionist approach, i.e., searching for one or a few
active ingredients in an herb or formula, may not elucidate the efficacy of herbal medicines; a systems
biology approach may be more appropriate and productive, in terms of developing effective treatment
protocols.
Undoubtedly, the evaluation of the therapeutic effects and the benefits of TCM therapy for cancer patients
is a significantly complex, albeit significant issue. TCM therapy, based on multiple medicinal herbs and an
holistic approach to diagnosis as well as treatment, means that a clinical study of TCM treatment is more
difficult and complicated than the study of single compound drugs. In addition to the conventional
“standards” used for WM (western medicine) clinical trail, there is a need to develop a set of parameters
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that are suitable to the assessment of TCM therapy. The effects, as well as the toxicity, of individual herbs
or, especially, of single compounds derived from the herb cannot completely reflect the benefits and
toxicity of the herbal combination. When whole herbs are not studied, improper or biased results and
conclusions might be unavoidable (6). As a goal, to develop and involve TCM into rational cancer therapy
together spin-off technology oncothermia, more well-designed intensive clinical evaluations and
translational laboratory studies are absolutely needed. And, close collaboration between TCM and
conventional Western medicine professions and a combination of TCM with modern multidisciplinary
cutting-edge technologies like oncothermia, such as omic methodology on systems biology (7), would
provide us with an attractive and effective strategy to achieve this goal for benefit patients.

Anti-cancer effects and underlying mechanisms of TCM – derived complex
formulas – really a “great chellenge”
There are only a few mechanistic studies on the action of TCM formulas as anticancer agents. One
study was on San-Zhong-Kui-Jian-Tang (8), a complex formula comprising 17 different herbs, which is
used for cancer therapy in China. It was found to induce the mitochondrial apoptotic pathway by changing
Bax/Bcl-2 ratios, cytochrome c release and caspase-9 activation, but did not act on Fas/Fas ligand pathways
in two human breast cancer cell lines, MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231. A similar study was carried out by the
same laboratory (9) on Huang-lian-jie-du-tang (HLJDT) known to possess anti-inflammatory activity. The
in vitro study conducted in two human liver cancer cell lines, HepG2 and PLC/PRF/5, found that HLJDT
caused cell arrest by up-regulating the inactive form of Cdc2 and Cdc25, and down regulating the levels of
Bcl-2 and Bcl-XL.1 Furthermore, HLJDT increased the ratio of Bax and Bak/Bcl-2 and Bcl-XL2 and the
associated cell survival pathways, and subsequently triggered the mitochondrial apoptotic pathway. It was
the collective actions of the herbs in the formula that were inhibiting the growth of cancer cells tested both
in vitro cell lines and in vivo in nude mice. Another study is the study of a classic formula, Guizhi-fuling
decoction (GZFLD) (10). The formulation consists of five herbs: Cinnamomum cassia, Paeonia lactiflora,
Paeonia suffruticosa, Poria cocos, and Prunus persica. Accordingly, GZFLD inhibited the growth of HeLa
cells by activating the tissue inhibitor of metallo-peptidases (TIMPs) and causing the suppression of the
activity of the matrix metallo-peptidase (MMPs) that play a key role in the degradation of the extracellular
matrix and promotion of cell proliferation.
1
2

BCL2: B cell leukemia/lymphoma 2, BCL-XL: B cell leukemia/lymphoma x
MCL-1: myeloid cell leukemia sequence, 1MDM2: murine double minute 2

In the same study, GZFLD was also shown to inhibit tumor growth and angiogenesis in an in vivo animal
model. Another report (11) concerned a classic formula “bojung-bang-dock--tang (BJBDT)” consisting of
Astragalus membranaceus Bunge, Atractylodes japonica Koidzumi, Coiz lacryma-jobi Linne var. ma-yuen
stapf, Dioscorea batatas Decaisne, Dolichos lablab Linne, Panax ginseng C. A. Mey, Polygonatum
sibiricum Delar. ex Pedouté, Poria cocos (Schw.) Wolf. Two related studies (12, 13) found that BJBDT
demonstrated anti-angiogenesis by blocking VEGF/VEGFR3 activities in human umbilical vein endothelial
cells. Interestingly, BJBDT can prevent cisplatin-induced toxicity and apoptosis in normal MCF-10A, but
not in MCF-7 and MDA MB-231 breast cancer cells, suggesting the herbal formula can be applied as a
cancer chemopreventive agent (14). The synergistic effects of herbs in a TCM formula were well illustrated
in a new study, in which a TCM-based formula, Realgar-indigo naturalis (RIF), was applied in the treatment
of acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL). The RIF formula has three components, realgar, indigo naturalis,
and Salvia miltiorrhiza of which tetra-arsenic tetrasulfide, indirubin, and tanshinone IIA, respectively, are
the major active ingredients. The study demonstrated that tetraarsenic tetrasulfide is the principle
component of the formula, while tanshinone IIA and indirubin are the adjuvant ingredients. Together these
herbs have shown a synergistic action against APL effective in both in vitro and human clinical studies.
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by sample of Oncotherm Group
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(1) Oncotherm Kft., 2071-Paty, Ibolya u. 2., Hungary
E-mail address: gallnevalyianett@oncotherm.org
Introduction: The most important aspect for the Oncotherm Group is that our medical devices are
prepared according to the concerning international standards and fulfill the inquiries of our customers.
These standards are the followings:
_ ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management Systems. Requirements
_ ISO 13485:2003/AC:2009 Medical Devices. Quality Management Systems. Requirements for
regulatory purposes
_ 93/42/EEC MDD (Medical Device Directive)

Method: I would like to introduce the organizational structure and processes of Oncotherm Group and
the requirements which should be adapted (see above).
The Oncotherm Group consists of two parts: the Oncotherm Kft., which is in Hungary and the
Oncotherm GmbH, which is in Germany, but these two firms are one unity.
They are working together and they have got common quality management systems.
The research, design and development, and the manufacturing are in Hungary, but the marketing, sales,
costumer service and service activities are in Germany, so these two parts create one well operative
company. The Company-Group is a marketing method (Oncothermia Method, OTM) which is in synergy
with the devices (Oncothermia Device, OTD) and integratively presented on the market as Oncothermia
System (OTS). This unification of the German medical and constructive knowledge with the general
European manufacturing culture is based on European Medical Device Directive and ISO standards. We
do everything in Europe and are proud on that high level production culture which is represented by our
21 years old company.

Summary: Our devices are prepared by team-working of Hungarian and German highly
qualified specialists, and there is more than 20 years hard work, experience and knowledge behind the
OncoTherm System, which are the basis of our recent approval by TÜV Süd Product Service GmbH.
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Production support by LabView-based data-acquisition systems
Abstract
Medical devices are complex products requesting high level of safety and reliability because of their
sophisticated functions. Automation of the quality control and the visualization of the steps of the
production processes are useful supports of the production process. Our objective is to show a way of
production support by LabView system.

Introduction
During the production of a product a lot of tests and measurements are done. First the electronic boards
are checked separately, then the modules which are built from them are tested separately, and finally a lot
of tests are conducted on the assembled system. During these test a lot of data could be acquired from the
product, but – especially at the final testing of the product – the data acquisition could be difficult,
because:
• The testing time is so long, that the continuous observation of the test is not possible
• If during the measurement more instruments are used, the simultaneous and continuous observation of
all of them is not possible.
• Most of the measuring devices don’t provide built-in data acquisition and storage
• Although some instruments have this function, it could be difficult to synchronize the data acquired by
various instruments.
The solution of these problems is such a data collection system, that in real-time collects and
synchronizes all of the information, that the used instruments provide during the actual measurement and
then stores them into a common database, allowing the common processing of them. By this way the
efficiency of the production could be greatly increased. For us at Oncotherm it is a priority to increase
both the speed and the quality of the production of our products, so we started to develop integrated dataacquisition systems to support our production tasks.

Discussion
The main element of these systems is the LabView program suite, which has been developed especially
for data-acquisition and instrument control and is provided by National Instruments. It can be used for a
wide range of sophisticated tasks as watermonitoring [1], control of imaging [2], or bio-signals [3], even
virtual laboratories can be constructed [4].
We know the LabView application is suitable for RF-controlling processes [5] and for complicated
production as well [6]. Our objective is to support a production of the radio-frequency operating medical
treatment device [7].
The main task of LabView is to control the NI’s own DA units, but the products of the most important
instrument manufacturers are controllable with the suite too. During our projects we use both NI
instruments and the instruments of other manufacturers (Tektronix, Rhode&Schwartz) too.
One of our main ambitions is to monitor of the manufactured EHY-2000 oncothermia devices during
their final tests, which means lots of test treatments continuously day and night. During these test
treatments important data can be collected about the general behavior and the reliability of the system,
which are the key factors concerning the quality of the product.
The device sends important information about its state by RS232 serial port and the inner signal lines of
the device are monitored by NI data-acquisition devices.
A typical data acquisition system consists of the following instruments and provides us the following
information:
• EHY-2000:
• By serial port: time after the start of the treatment, output power, reflected power and the states of the
various protection signal lines
• By direct monitoring of signal lines: the control voltage of the amplifier and the voltages proportional
with the forwarded and reflected power.
• R&S RF power meter: used as an external reference for the accuracy of the power measurement of the
device.
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• Multimeter: used as a current meter to monitor the correct consumption of the amplifier.
By using the data provided by the reviewed instrumentation we can get a clear picture of the energetic
efficiency and the general behavior of the amplifier, which
– as the most difficult part of the device – needs the most testing.
Of course, the data-collecting systems always follow the demands of the current projects, capitalizing the
flexibility of the LabView-based DA systems. On the bases of our experiences until now we have more
ways of improvement in this field. The most important ones are:
• Research support: integrated data acquisition during laboratory experiments, focusing to collect data
from the Lab-EHY laboratory device and the 4-channel thermometer also developed by Oncotherm.
• Production support: automated testing of our products by LabView-based instrumentations

Conclusion
The LabView based production and quality control of the RF-operating medical device are feasible. By
realizing this conception we can both improve the quality of our products and the affectivity and the
speed of our R&D projects, so we are committed towards these ways.
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Hyperthermia versus Oncothermia: cellular effects in cancer
therapy
Abstract
Hyperthermia means overheating of the living object completely or partly. The fact the hyperthermia is
not generally accepted as conventional therapy. The problem is its controversial performance. The
controversy is originated from the complications of the deep heating and the focusing of the heat-effect.
The idea of oncothermia solves the selective deep action on nearly cellular resolution.
We would like to demonstrate the perspectives of oncothermia, as a highly specialized hyperthermia in
clinical oncology. Our aim is to prove the ability of oncothermia to be a candidate to become a widely
accepted modality of the standard cancer-care. We would like to show the proofs and the challenges of
the hyperthermia and oncothermia applications to provide the presently available data and summarize the
knowledge in the topic. Like many early-stage therapies, oncothermia lacks adequate treatment
experience and long-range, comprehensive statistics that can help us optimize its use for all indications.

Introduction
In oncology, the term “hyperthermia” refers to the treatment of malignant diseases by administering heat
in various ways. Hyperthermia is usually applied as an adjunct to an already established treatment
modality, where tumour temperatures in the range of 40–46°C are aspired. Interstitial hyperthermia and
whole-body hyperthermia are still under clinical investigation, and a few positive comparative trials have
already been completed. In parallel to clinical research, several aspects of heat action have been
examined in numerous pre-clinical studies [1, 2, 3].
The traditional hyperthermia is controlled the only single thermodynamic intensive parameter, with the
temperature. Oncothermia, which is a “spin-off” form of the hyperthermia, is based on the paradigm of
the energy-dose control, replacing the single temperature concept [4]. With this approach oncothermia
returned to the gold standards of the dose concepts in medicine: instead of the parameter, which can not
regarded as dose (the temperature does not depend on the volume or mass), oncothermia uses the energy
(kJ/kg [=Gy]), like the radiation oncology uses the same (Gy) to characterize the dosing of the treatment
[5].
For further information read the longer version of this paper which readable on-line:
http://www.hindawi.com/journals/ecam/aip/672873/ and accepted for publication of the special issue of
the Evidence-Based Complementary and Alternative Medicine (Translational Research in
Complementary and Alternative Medicine).[6]

The concept of hyperthermia
The effectiveness of hyperthermia treatment is related to the temperature achieved during the treatment,
as well as the length of treatment and cell and tissue characteristics. To ensure that the desired
temperature is reached, but not exceeded, the temperature of the tumour and surrounding tissues is
monitored throughout the hyperthermia procedure. The goal is to keep local temperatures under 44°C to
avoid damage to surrounding tissues, and the whole body temperatures under 42°C, which is the upper
limit compatible with life [5].

Cellular mechanisms induced by hyperthermia
The cellular effect of hyperthermia is more complicated [7, 8].Briefly, hyperthermia may kill or weaken
tumor cells, and is controlled to limit effects on healthy cells. Tumor cells, with a disorganized and
compact vascular structure, have difficulty dissipating heat. Hyperthermia may therefore cause cancerous
cells to undergo apoptosis in direct response to applied heat, while healthy tissues can more easily
maintain a normal temperature. Even if the cancerous cells do not die outright, they may become more
susceptible to ionizing radiation therapy or to certain chemotherapy drugs, which may allow such therapy
to be given in smaller doses. Intense heating will cause denaturation and coagulation of cellular proteins,
rapidly killing cells within the targeted tissue. A mild heat treatment combined with other stresses
(excitation of the appropriate signal-pathways) can cause cell death by apoptosis.
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The potential importance of the hyperthermia for cancer treatment has been highlighted by Coffey et
al.[7, 8].Specifically the review addresses four topics: (1) hyperthermia induced cell killing, (2) vascular,
(3) cellular and intracellular mechanisms of thermal effects in the hyperthermia temperature range and (4)
effects on proteins that contribute to resistance to other stresses, for example, DNA damage.
(1) Hyperthermia induced cell killing: It has been long recognized that hyperthermia in the 40–47°C
temperature range kills cells in a reproducible time and temperature dependent manner. In the
hyperthermic region there are three cellular responses for thermal therapy: cytotoxicity, radiosensitization
and thermotolerance [9, 10].The intensity of cell death in hyperthermia is showed cell cycle dependence.
Both S- and M-phase cells undergo a “slow mode of cell death” after hyperthermia. Cells during G1
phase may follow a “rapid mode of death” immediately after hyperthermia [11, 12, 13].
(2) Vascular:With higher heat temperatures there is a corresponding decrease in oxyhaemoglobin
saturation, and these changes will result in a decrease in overall oxygen availability [14, 15]. This lack of
oxygen will also give rise to a decrease in tumour pH and ultimately lead to ischemia and cell death [16].
Normal tissues typically show a very different vascular response to heat, with flow essentially increasing
as the temperature increases [17, 18].
(3) Cellular and intracellular mechanisms of thermal effects in the hyperthermia - Cell metabolism:
hypoxia, pH, ATP and its consequences:Summarizing the relevant data, it can be stated that tumour
temperatures >42.5oC and appropriate heating can reduce both intracellular and extracellular pH, which
may further sensitize tumour cells to hyperthermia in the sense of a positive feedback mechanism [19].
Relevant pathogenic mechanisms leading to an intensified acidosis upon heat treatment (which is
reversible after hyperthermia) are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

an increased glycolytic rate with accumulation of lactic acid,
an intensified ATP-hydrolysis,
an increased ketogenesis with accumulation of acetoacetic acid and b-hydroxybutyric acid,
an increase in CO2 partial pressures,
changes in chemical equilibria of the intra- and extracellular buffer systems, and
an inhibition of the Na+/H+antiporter in the cell membrane [20, 21].

The ATP decline observed upon heat treatment is mostly due to
1. an increased ATP turnover rate (i.e. intensified ATP hydrolysis). As a result of an increased ATP
degradation, an accumulation of purine catabolites has to be expected together with a formation
of H+ ions and reactive oxygen species at several stages during degradation to the final product
uric acid,
2. a poorer ATP yield as a consequence of a shift from oxidative glucose breakdown to glycolysis
[19].
(4) Effects on proteins that contribute to resistance to other stresses, for example, DNA damage: At
higher temperatures, inhibition of HSP-synthesis occurs above a distinct threshold temperature. In
general, the temperature, respectively, thermal dose at which HSP synthesis is inhibited in a given
experimental system varies between different cell types, but the respective threshold can be lowered
when further (proapoptotic) stimuli are added. As lack of HSP-synthesis is associated with exponential
cell death, it is generally accepted that HSPs prevent cells from lethal thermal damage. Recently, an
additional role has been ascribed to HSPs which should be importance in hyperthermia as activators of
the immune system [22, 23, 24, 25].

Problems with hyperthermia
The high energy application could cause controversies: the high temperature burns the malignant cells but
it’s missing selectivity.The healthy cells are damaged also and the hyperthermia starts unwanted
physiological reactions as well as enlarged dissemination possibility. These conditions make the
hyperthermia effect not controlled.

Change of paradigm – the concept of oncothermia
Oncothermia technology heats non-equally; concentrating the absorbed energy to the intercellular
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electrolytes [26]. This method creates inhomogeneous heating, microscopic temperature differences far
from thermal equilibrium. The definitely large temperature gradient between the intra- and extracellular
liquids changes the membrane processes, ignites signal pathways for natural programmed cell-death,
avoiding the toxic effects of the simple necrosis [27].
Oncothermia works with much less forwarded energy, by focusing energy directly on the malignant
tissue using its impedance selectivity even by cellular resolution. This effect is based on the low
impedance of the tumor, due to its metabolism, which is higher than that of its healthy counterpart’s [28].
Based on microscopic effects, there not only the heating makes the effect, but the electric field itself has a
strong synergy with this, having significantly larger cell killing in malignancy at 38oC, than the
conventional hyperthermia has on 42oC. The process is selective. The radiofrequency current is choosing
the “easiest” path to flow, and due to the high ionic concentration of the near-neighborhood of malignant
cells, the current will be densest at the tumor cells. The experimental results well support this idea. In the
case of healthy cells the load is equal for all the cells, no difference between the treated and control
samples. When we gain the metabolism (immortalized cells) but not yet malignant acceleration, the effect
is selectively higher but not significant. However, when the malignancy is present, the cellular growth is
aggressive, the selection became effective, and kills the tumor cells without affecting the healthy ones in
the coculture.
This electric field effect well demonstrates, that the average kinetic energy (temperature) has not
decisional effect. The main action is the targeted energy-delivery, which could be done on such low
average energy as the standard healthy body temperature.

Cellular mechanisms induced by oncothermia
Clinical oncothermia can induce the following cellular mechanisms:
(1) Oncothermia promotes the programmed cell-deaths of tumor: Detecting the double strains of DN and
measuring the enzymatic labeled strain-breaks of DNA the apoptosis is highly likely in oncothermia [29].
Consequently the main effect in oncothermia is the apoptosis contrary to the conventional hyperthermia,
which operates mainly by necrosis. Investigating the apoptosis by various methods (morphology, beta
catenin relocation, p53 expression, Connexin 43, Tunel, DNA-laddering etc.) the effects are indicating
the same apoptotic process. This process is non-toxic (no inflammatory reactions afterwards) and
promotes the immune reactions and not makes processes against those.
(2) Oncothermia limits the dissemination of malignant cell: Oncothermia blocks the tumor cell
dissemination, avoid their motility due to the lazy connections to the tumor. Oncothermia makes it by the
reestablishing the cellular connections, which is also great success to save the life. The built up
connections could force not only the sticking together, but makes bridges between the cells for
information exchange to limit the individuality, the competitive behavior of the malignant cells.These are
high efficacy factors favor oncothermia over its temperature-equivalent hyperthermia counterpart. It also
produces higher concentration of HSPs in the outer membrane and in the extracellular matrix. The higher
HSP concentration in the vicinity of the malignant cells together with the changes of the adherent
connections between the cells induces apoptosis.

Legal note
According to European Medical Device Directive (MDD) oncothermia is certified by TUV, Munich by
medical CE certificate; (both safety and efficacy are certified). All the devices are manufactured
according to the ISO 9001 and ISO 13458.
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Bystander effect of oncothermia
Background
Oncothermia (OTM) is an electro-hyperthermia modality, a long time (since 1989) applied method, [1],
used successfully in human oncology [2]. OTM changes the paradigm of hyperthermia by targeted
microscopic heat-liberation at the membrane of the malignant cells. This method creates inhomogeneous
heating, and the microscopic temperature greatly differs far from the thermal equilibrium. The tumor
destruction efficacy and the role of temperature independent effects of the OTM were proven earlier by a
laboratory research, and were presented elsewhere [3], [4]. Bystander effect (abscopal effect) means that
a local tumor treatment can affect the behavior of the far distant metastases. It was first discovered by
radio-oncologists and remained a highly controversial topic until recent years. [5], [6]. Intensive research
is being conducted to reveal the immunbiological basis [7], [8], [9] and the mechanism of the action of
this effect [10] and to use the benefits in the regular oncological practice. Our objective is to show the
newest results of oncothermia in research of the bystander effect.

Materials and methods
Animal model
HT29 human colorectal carcinoma cell line derived xenograft tumor model in nude mice. The use of the
mice and the procedures used in this study were approved by the Animal Experiment Ethical Committee
of National Research Institute for Radiobiology and Radiohygiene.

Figure 1. Process of the tumor induction of the experimental animals

Experimental setup and treatment
A single shot 30 min oncothermia treatment was done, reaching maximum 41-42oC intratumoral
temperature, using the LabEHY system (Oncotherm Ltd. Germany), under precise tumor temperature
control using fluoroptic temperature measurement system (Lumasense, Luxtron m3300).

Figure 2. Experimental setup of the oncothermia treatments in the laboratory

Study design: Time course study was performed. After a single shot treatment, sampling was made after
0, 1, 4, 8, 14, 24, 48, 72, 120, 168, 216 hours. 3 mice were sacrificed at each time point, keeping 5 sham
treated animals.
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Figure 3. All the oncothermia-treated experimental animals involved in this study

Tumor sample processing: At the time of the sampling the single-treatment animals were sacrificed and
both the control and treated tumors were removed and studied in pairs.

Figure 4. Method of the tumor sample processing

Due to the extremely high number of the tumor samples, tissue microarray (TMA) technology was used
to perform accurate immuno-histochemical reactions on many samples in one block.

Figure 5. The computer-controlled tissue-microarray device and the tissue sample multiblock were created by the
TMA Master device (3DhisTech). One multiblock contains many small representative tumor tissue samples, so
really identical and highly standardized immunohistochemical reaction can be performed in all the samples. This is
the real advantage of this technology

Immunohistochemistry (IHCH): The following reactions and IHCH analysis were performed on the
TMA samples: TUNEL (Invitrogen); TRAIL-R2 (DR5) (Cell Signaling), HSP70 (Cell Signaling);
Myeloperoxidase (Sigma); CD3 (Dako), CD4 (ABDSerotech).
Digital microscopy analysis: All histological slides were digitalized using Panoramic Slide Scanner (3D
HisTech) and a special software was used for imaging and evaluation.
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Figure 6. The panoramic slide scanner device and a screenshot from the panoramic viewer software, dedicated for
prectise histomorphological analysis

Results
1. Histomorphological changes

Figure 7. All the processed and HE stained tumor samples in this study. Morphologically the first significant sign
of cell destruction was seen 8H after the treatment. Drastic and selective tumordestruction was detected 24H after
OTM which became more emphasized after 48H. 72 hours after the treatment a significant leucocyte infiltration
(marked with red arrows) appeared around the destructed tumor tissue and reached its maximum 168 hours after the
treatment

2. Appearance of the hallmarks of immunogenic cancer cell death
2.1. Apoptotic body formation

Figure 8. HE and TUNEL stained whole cross-section tumor samples 48H after the treatment. Oncothermia
treatment induce apoptotic cell death, and this process is highly emphasized 48H after a single shot treatment.
Almost all the cell nuclei of the killed tumor cells are TUNEL positive. In the process of this programmed cell death
a huge number of apoptotic bodies were formed (marked with red arrows)
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2.2. TRAIL-R2 (DR5) expression

Figure 9. TRAIL-R2 detection IHCH from TMA multiblock TRAIL-R2 (DR5) is a highly immunogenic cell
surface receptor. Expression was increased in the treated side 8H after the treatment and became more emphasized
after 14H

2.3. HSP70 expression changes and molecular dynamics

Figure 10. HSP70 detection IHCH from TMA multiblock. Definite increase of the HSP70 expression was observed
14 hours after the treatment. After 24 hours, unusual molecular dynamic changes of the increased amount of HSP70
can be visible: intracellular condensation (marked with green rectangle) and relocalization to cell membrane. After
72 hours the membrane relocalization of the HSP70 became more emphasized, especially in the region of the
leukocyte invasion (marked with yellow rectangle)

3. Strong local immune reaction
3.1. Mycloperoxidase (MPO) detection

Figure 11. Myeloperoxidase (MPO) detection from TMA multiblock. MPO is a marker of neutrophyle
granulocytes. The leukocyte invasion ring which appears at 72H and becomes very characteristic at 168H around
the destructed tumor area, contains high number of MPO positive cells (neutrophils)
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3.2. CD3, CD4 detection

Figure 12. The 168H tumor tissue sample area, marked with green rectangle in Fig. 11. Was analyzed by CD3
IHCH staining and , CD3/CD4 dual fluorescent IHCH staining. The analysis showed that the invasion ring, beside
the neutrophiles, also contains large amount of CD3+ T cells and CD4+ cells, probably dendritic cells

Conclusions
1. Oncothermia treatment can induce programmed cell death in the tumors which create many apoptotic
bodies. Presence of apoptotic bodies in a destructed tumor tissue is essential to induce immunogenic
reactions.
2. Oncothermia treatment induced cell death is highly immunogenic, showing all the key molecular
pattern dynamic changes what is characteristic of immunogenic tumor cell death.
3. Oncothermia treatment can induce strong and very unusual local immune reaction at the site of the
treatment, long time after the electromagnetic intervention.
4. The local antitumor immune reaction of oncothermia treatment might be systemic, if the host has an
intact immune system, and a proper immune-stimulating agent is administered. This process can control
the distant metastases by bystander effect, making the systemic control of the malignant disease possible
with local treatment. Ongoing intensive research is in progress on immunocompetent tumor models, to
investigate and reveal the mechanisms of the action of this controlled bystander effect.
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Oncothermia with chemotherapy in the patients with small cell lung
cancer
Abstract
Small cell lung cancer constitutes approximately 13% of all lung cancer types & SCLC is one of the most
aggressive and lethal forms of lung cancer. And so chemotherapy including radiotherapy would be
standard for SCLC, but it has very poor median survival of less than 4 months. This is why another form
of additional treatment to chemotherapy would be necessary and so oncothermia will be one of the
additive treatment for prolonged survival time.
We made a 6 year-long study of 31 patients with small cell lung cancer at the department of Thoracic &
Cardiovascular surgery Gangnam Severance Hospital, Yonsei University, College of Medicine, Seoul
from April 2006 to March 2012.
23 patients were treated with chemotherapy and oncothermia and 8 patients were treated with
chemotherapy only.
1. Cases who have survived more than 3 years were 3. They have been treated with chemotherapy and
oncothermia
2. Out of 31 cases, 14 patients died during the treatment, 7 cases with chemotherapy only died, including
one long survival case of 28 months, 7 cases with chemotherapy and oncothermia died, including one
long survival case of 26 months.
3. Out of 31 cases, 16 people are still alive: 4cases were treated with chemotherapy only, including one
long survival case of 28.7 months, 11cases with chemotherapy and oncothermia including three long
survival cases of more than 3 years
4. The combined use of chemotherapy and oncothermia has significantly enhanced the survival rate in
comparison with the use of chemotherapy only (Log-rank test: p-value 0.0200). Combination of
oncothermia treatment with chemotherapy enhance the effect of anticancer drugs to destroy cancer cells
and is thought to be able to improve the survival of the patients with small cell lung cancer.

Introduction, background
Lung cancer is one of the most common causes of cancer-related deaths in both men and women
worldwide. Its incidence as well as the mortality rates are high, and the prognosis is usually very poor,
[1]. In 2006 its age-standardized incidence and mortality rates were estimated to be 75.3 and 64.8/100
000/year, respectively, in men, and 18.3 and 15.1/100 000/year in women in Europe, where the small-cell
lung cancer (SCLC) accounts for 15%–18% of all cases [2].The small-cell lung cancer has a fast growthrate, it quickly disseminates quickly around the mediastinal lymph nodes and forms distant metastases in
late diagnosis, and then the median survival is only 2-4 months, the overall prognosis is very poor, [3],
[4].
In almost all small-cell lung cancer cases, surgical treatment is not possible it could only be performed
only in very limited disease (i.e. T1,N0) [2]; consequently, the main treatments are the chemo- and
radiation therapy. In general case of SCLC, even if some reported long-term survival, the overall 2-year
survival rate is less than 20%. 5-year survival rate is almost devoid. In limited SCLC, chemotherapy
alone reached complete remission (CR) in 50% of relapse cases. Bulky primary tumors were completely
destroyed but most of intrathoracic recurrence was difficult to discover. Added to radiation therapy [5] In
this case, 30 - 60% recurrence rate has been reduced, radiation pneumonitis, esophagitis, and the overall
survival rate was significantly improved. [6]. In addition, initially most of the extensive small-cell lung
cancer with advanced small-cell lung cancer, chemotherapy response joteuna for anticancer drug
resistance may occur and the overall survival rate was very poor, median survival was 7-10 months ,2
year survival rates of the less
Lung cancer is one of the most common cause of cancer-related deaths in both men and women
worldwide. Its incidence as well as mortality rates are high, and the prognosis is usually very poor, [1].
Its age-standardized incidence and mortality rates in 2006 were estimated to be 75.3 and 64.8/100
000/year, respectively, in men, and 18.3 and 15.1/100 000/year in women in Europe, where the small-cell
lung cancer (SCLC) accounts for 15%–18% of all cases [2].The small-cell lung cancer has a fast growthrate, disseminated quickly around the mediastinal lymph nodes and forms distant metastases in late
diagnosis, and then the median survival is only 2-4 months, the overall prognosis is very poor, [3], [4].
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In almost all small-cell lung cancer cases, surgical treatment is not possible it could be performed only in
very limited disease (i.e. T1, N0) [2]; consequently the main treatments are chemo- and radiation therapy.
In general case of SCLC, even if some reported long-term survival, the overall 2-year survival rate is less
than 20%. 5-year survival rate is almost devoid. In limited SCLC, chemotherapy alone reached complete
remission (CR) in 50% of relapse cases. Bulky primary tumors completely were destroyed but most of
intrathoracic recurrence was difficult to discover. Added to radiation therapy [5] In this case, 30 - 60%
recurrence rate has been reduced, radiation pneumonitis, esophagitis, and the overall survival rate was
significantly improved. [6]. In addition, initially most of the extensive small-cell lung cancer with
advanced small-cell lung cancer, chemotherapy response joteuna for anticancer drug resistance may
occur and the overall survival rate was very poor, median survival was 7-10 months ,2-year survival rates
of the less than 5%, the prognosis was poor. According to a report from the University of Toronto 119
SCLC, median survival 111 weeks and 5-year survival rate was 39% and stage-specific survival � in
51%, based on the 28% for stage � and based on the 19% for stage � prognosis was poor. [7].
The most widely used chemotherapy is the Etoposide/Cisplatin (EP) treatment which has a median
survival of 8-10 months for patients with extensive disease and 17-20 months for patients with limiteddisease, [8].
The concurrent radiotherapy with chemotherapy is used as an optimal treatment for limited SCLC, [9].
Chemotherapy and radiation therapy were performed on the tumor after complete resection and the
relationship did not cause death in 19 patients with autopsy and in 13 patients with small-cell lung cancer
metastases have been cured [10]. The prognosis of SCLC is generally poor, because micro-metastases
occur and surgical resection is not possible. There are frequently occurring insidious transitions [10],
[11].
In a study of chemo- and radiation therapies [12] for 28 patients died of other causes than lung cancer has
been reported, and 47% was clinically cured. The autopsy study [13] of patients who died from other
causes than tumors found that residual cancer cells in the area of lung cancer and mediastinal lymph node
regions are 64%.
The prognostic index was constructed for SCLC in Severance hospital, (Korea), retrospectively
evaluation of 295 patients revealed 131 cases with limited and 164 cases with extended disease. The
median survival was 20.4 months for limited and 7.7 months for extended disease, [14]. A prognostic
index was constructed to create four classifications of SCLC considering the variables of the extension of
the disease, the performance status, the CYFRA21-1 and the tumor-marker.
Heat therapy could be a feasible option to treat SCLC. The classical loco-regional heat treatment
(conventional oncological hyperthermia) has a localized area selection [15]. This boosts the chemo
efficacy, [16], [17], [18] and also increases the effectiveness of radiation therapy [19], [20].
Some successful clinical trials had shown the feasibility of the hyperthermia method for lung cancer.
Most of these are applied for non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC), combined with radiotherapy, having
14÷70 Gy dose in the given session. The measured response rate (RR) was surprisingly high RR=75%,
(n=12, [21]), and RR=100% (n=13, [22]). Others had a comparison to a control-arm (not randomized),
increasing the RR from RR=70% (n=30), and RR=53.8% (n=13), to RR=94.7% (n=19, [23]), and
RR=76.9% (n=13, [24]), respectively. The second year survival also increased remarkably: from 15%
and 15.4% to 35% and 44.4%, respectively. (The first year survival was measured as well, increasing
from 30% to 55%, [23]).
The chemo-thermotherapy combination was also investigated for NSCLC with success. In preclinical
trials the cisplatine was shown to be effective, [25], so the clinical studies were concentrating on this drug
combination. A special case report showed the feasibility [26], and the median survival gain (from 15
(n=20) to 25 (n=32) months), [27]. The median survival was measured in another study [28], as 19.2
months, the RR=73% and the 1 year-survival is 75%. The 5year median survival was measured in
another study [29], showing rather high numbers (24.5%, n=30).
However, a problem arises by the classical hyperthermia. The cancer tissue is more active than the
surrounding normal tissue, its cell proliferation and metabolism require a lot of energy. When
temperature tries to equalize itself in the surrounding, it grows around the tumor. In consequence the
surrounding blood vessels expand, the blood flow increases delivers extra nutrition for tumor accelerating
its stable proliferation. In this case, the temperature rise of the cancerous tissue will have more metabolic
and proliferation activity. Furthermore, hyperthermia effects the intracellular Heat-Shock Proteins (HSP),
developing thermo-tolerance of the cells, [30].
The extracellular matrix surrounding the tumor is overburden by ionic metabolites and final metabolic
products, which changes their electric properties [31]. [32]. This is used by oncothermia when selecting
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the tumorous region, and at the same time absorbing the energy selectively on the malignant cells. The
temperature rises only very locally on the malignant cells, and does not rise all over the large volume and
does not affect the surrounding normal tissue. In consequence no vasodilatation occurs, no extra
proliferation is supported by the blood vessels, the absorbed energy concentrates on the job: destroy only
the tumor [33].The method works by impedance tuned, capacitive coupled radiofrequency, with
modulated 13.56 MHz.
One of the most advanced hyperthermia-modalities devoted to oncology is oncothermia [33]. The actions
widely affect the targeted malignant cells: passing through the malignant cell membrane 1500 ㎻/㎛2 heatflow, while the normal tissue membranes have only 20 ㎻/㎛2 Oncothermia treatment induces Na+ influx
current 150 ㎀/㎛2 while normal Na+ efflux is 12 ㎀/㎛2, [34]. Na+ moves into the malignant cell, the
water is also pumped in by electro-osmotic way, increasing the pressure within the cell. By these actions
the cell membrane is destroyed and will destroy the cancerous tissue. [35]. For these reasons we expect
the effect on the disseminated SCLC lesions with the combination of chemotherapy and radiation
therapy. We supposed improved survival rates, when appropriate amount of energy, proper temperature,
well-chosen doses, are used in the study [33].
In the preliminary reports [36], [37], [38] the feasibility of oncothermia application was demonstrated on
NSCLC and some preliminary case reports and statistical summaries on SCLC were presented in local
conferences too, [39], [40]. Systematic study of oncothermia applications for SCLC is still missing. Our
present study tries to provide more details in this important field of oncology.

Materials and methods
A prospective, double arm, monocentric study for SCLC was performed. The small-cell lung cancer cases
were treated with a combination of chemotherapy and radiation therapy, with complementary
oncothermia in our study. It is considered that the applied complex protocol completed by oncothermia
maximizes the effectiveness of chemotherapy and may improve the survival rate. We treated 31 patients
in duration of 6 years, from April 2006 to March 2012.
7 out of 8 cases in control arm who underwent only chemotherapy were men, and in one case was a
woman. The youngest was 54 years old and the oldest was 84 years old. The active arm, 23 patients had
the combination of chemotherapy and oncothermia treatment, 19 males and four females. The youngest
was 54 years old, the oldest was 79 years old (see table 1.). There was no significant difference between
these two groups (Fisher's exact test:> 0.9999; t-test: p-value => 0.8665). The real end-point of the study
was the survival time.
All patients had proven SCLC and received chemotherapy. 23 patient received oncothermia in
combination with chemotherapy. Oncothermia was provided with EHY-2000 device (Oncotherm GmbH,
Germany).
Anticancer drugs in the first-line were Irinotecan (60 ㎎ / ㎡) and Cisplatin (60 mg / ㎡) three times after
the chest CT was taken. When the progression of tumor or metastases was detected we replaced the
chemotherapy regime by Etoposide (110 mg / ㎡) and Cisplatin (70 mg / ㎡) in the second line.
Oncothermia was performed from the first anti-cancer drug treatment period up to 150Watt, 1,490.5 kJ
energy by 60 minutes, every second day, with rise in temperature from 38.5°C-42.5°C. In this study we
used a 30 cm diameter electrode applied for thorax. Other technical details are shown elsewhere [33],
[41].

Table 1. Patient’s profile
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Characteristic cases
A male patient aged 67 who had visited our Department with chief complaints of slight fever and sputum
in August 2008 was hospitalized for a thorough examination and then diagnosed as a case of limited
small cell lung cancer. For treatment, Irinotecan (60㎎/㎡) and Cisplatin (60㎎/㎡) were administered 12
times and at the same time, oncothermia was given 24 times (2 cycles) in total, 2 times per week. Then,
chest PA and chest CT revealed that he was in complete remission from small cell lung cancer. So,
treatments of chemotherapy and oncothermia were stopped from October 2009 and then he was an
outpatient follow-up on a regular basis. On Oct. 25th 2010 PET CT showed a normal finding. In April
2011 he was treated by chemotherapy in the Department of Urology, our hospital, for prostatomegaly.
Because of the fact that PSA was increased to 4.96 in June 2011, he got a prostate tissue biopsy and was
diagnosed with a case of adenocarcinoma. Finally he was treated with the prostate cancer resection using
the Da Vinci robot in July 2011. Chest CT was done in July 2011, it found mediastinal lymphadenopathy,
and after mediastinoscopy, he was diagnosed as a case of metastatic small cell lung cancer. For
chemotherapy, Etoposide (110㎎/㎡) and Cisplatin (70㎎/㎡) were 12 times administered in replacement,
and another one-cycle treatment of oncothermia was given. In Dec. 2011 and Feb. and April 2012, follow
up chest CT found that the patient was in complete remission. During outpatient follow-ups in Sept.
2012, chest CT found multiple nodes in the left upper and lower lobes on possible suspicion of
metastasis. Under the patient’s personal circumstances including general weakness, chemotherapy and
oncothermia were stopped, and he had been now observed in outpatient follow-up for more than 3 years.
[6]
Three month later, the check up showed good partial remission (PR) on the lesion, (figure 1.), patient is
free from symptoms.
Our case to present is a 67-year-old male, registered with symptoms of cough, low-grade fever in August
2009. The diagnosis was SCLC, (see Figure 1.).

Figure 1. (a) Chest X-ray: in the left hilar lung tumors are found . (b) Chest CT: Left hilar lung tumor approved [21.
Jul. 2009]

Figure 2. (a) Chest X-ray: PR after chemotherapy and oncothermia treatment of lung [29. Apr. 2010], (b) Chest CT:
approved the PR [30th. Apr. 2010]

Nine month later PR was observed, (see Figure 2.), patient is free from symptoms.
Another case to present is a male patient 65 years old, registered in January 2010, diagnosed by SCLC,
(see Figure 3.).
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Figure 3. (a) Chest X-ray:: the right upper lobe bronchus obstruction due to cancer as atelectasis is observed, [6th.
Jan. 2010]. (b) Chest CT: right upper lobe bronchus and bronchial cancer is proven in the right upper lobe
atelectasis, [7th. Jan. 2010]

Figure 4. (a) Chest X-ray: after chemotherapy and oncothermia treatment of the right upper lobe atelectasis was not
observable. (b) Chest CT: right upper lobe bronchus, bronchial cancer was disappeared [23. Nov. 2010]

Eleven months later we reached complete remission (CR), (see Figure 4.).
He is follow-up on OPD to now more than 1year after chemotherapy and oncothermia was stopped with
good general condition for more than 3 years.

Study results
Chemotherapy alone (without oncothermia) was applied for eight cases. The survival time ranged from 2
months up to 29 months. With the combination of chemotherapy and oncothermia, the survival time was
from 2 months to up to 36 months.
The treatment was terminated for only 1 patient. It was within 1 month after the diagnosis and treatment
with chemotherapy only. All other 31 patients underwent chemotherapy and 23 had combined treatment
with oncothermia.
1. Among 23 cases, one paient died within one month after the date of diagnosis, who was treated with
chemotherapy only. Cases who have survived more than 3 years were 3, all of whom were treated with
the combined use of chemotherapy and oncothermia.
2. Out of 31 cases, 14 died during the treatment; (i) 7 were treated with chemotherapy only, including one
long survival case of 28 months, and (ii) 7 ones treated by the combined use of chemotherapy and
oncothermia, including one long survival case of 26 months.
3. Out of 31 cases, 16 people are alive up to the present: 4 got chemotherapy only, including one long
survival case of 28.7 months, and (ii) 11 were treated by the combined use of chemotherapy and
oncothermia, including three long survival cases of more than 3 years.
4. The combined use of chemotherapy and oncothermia has significantly enhanced the survival rate in
comparison with the use of chemotherapy only (Log-rank test: p-value = 0.0200)
The survival analysis shown by the Kaplan-Meier curve survival distribution (see Figure 5.) shows
significant difference between the arms of chemotherapy with and without oncothermia. The log-rank test
to compare survival distributions between the two groups, had hazard ratio and 95% confidence interval
using Cox proportional hazard regression shown p=0.02. The summary is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Comparison of the arms with chemotherapy without and with oncothermia in parallel

Figure 5. Kaplan-Meier survival curve. ⇒ log-rank test, p-value=0.0200

Conclusion
1. In the cases of small cell lung cancer, we obtained a better treatment efficacy than with the treatment of
chemotherapy only, by the combined use of chemotherapy and oncothermia (one hour per each time, 2 times per
week, and more than 12 times (= one cycle)). Based on this, our thought is that the treatment of oncothermia, 3
times per week and more than 3 cycles, can create a good treatment efficacy
2. Small cell lung cancer can primarily be covered by chemotherapy (and radiotherapy sometimes), but tolerance
against the anti-cancer agent is frequently created and then the return of the disease or metastasis takes place very
often, which indicates a poor prognosis. We think that the combined use of oncothermia can enhance the treatment
efficacy of chemotherapy, thus getting a higher rate of survival against small cell lung cancer.
3. However, we have some limitations of not so many cases with chemotherapy and oncothermia and short periods
of follow-up. We consider that more cases and longer periods of follow-up are required for a good verification.
4. Several matters including the most suitable size of energy, time of administration and the number of
administrations should be the subjects of subsequent studies.
5. Combination of oncothermia treatment applied to enhance the effect of anticancer drugs to destroy cancer cells is
thought to be able to improve the survival of small-cell lung cancer. However, the author of chemotherapy and
hyperthermia our case, less than the observation period is shorter than many cases and long-term follow-up will be
necessary.
The hyperthermia dose, that is the amount of energy, and the appropriate time of administration, the number of
doses, should be further studied.
Chemotherapy in SCLC, the authors and twice a week, one hour of treatment, more than 12 times (1 cycle),
treatment with a combination of hyperthermia treatment effects compared to chemotherapy underwent example was
good. It three times a week, 3 cycles or hyperthermia treatment effect is good thought.
In case of small cell lung cancer recurrence or metastasis, chemotherapy, and in some cases, radiation therapy may
be added frequently, the anti-cancer drug for the treatment of resistant wounds, the prognosis is poor.
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